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Abstract
3D printing food offers the ability to customize shapes, texture, as well as nutritional content. In addition,
it can automate the cooking process to save time and produce meals on-demand to minimize waste. One
potential application is to 3D print food for those suffering from dysphagia, a condition that affects one’s
ability to swallow. Texture modified food products for dysphagia often lose their shape and have limited
visual appeal. 3D printing could provide shape to these texture modified food products and ultimately
improve nutrient intake. One of the limitations that are currently preventing wider adaption of this
technology is the lack of understanding of how food properties affect the 3D printing process and quality
of the printed object.
In this thesis, room temperature extrusion-based 3D printing was investigated using a desktop 3D printer
with a syringe extrusion system. Two hydrocolloids, modified starch and xanthan gum, were used as
model material to study room temperature extrusion-based 3D printing.
The relationship between the 3D printer settings and the extrusion process variables, extrusion rate and
nozzle speed, was obtained by investigating the machine command (G-code). The nozzle speed could be
controlled by the extrusion multiplier while the extrusion rate could be controlled by the stepper motor
speed. In addition, extrusion tests showed that the syringe extrusion system displayed a lag time around 2
to 5 minutes before stable extrusion rate was reached. The extrusion lag time increased with increased
material yield stresses and decreased with increased syringe motor speed.
Xanthan gum paste, modified starch pastes, and puréed carrot were selected as model inks. Oscillatory
rheology measurements including strain and frequency sweep were conducted to study the range of
properties suitable for 3D printing. The range of yield stress suitable for extrusion was between 60-730 Pa
and around 0.1-0.2 for the loss tangent (tan δ). The printable range of complex modulus (G*) was from
320 to 1200 Pa. Furthermore, data from the frequency sweep of xanthan gum and modified starch pastes
was fitted to power law models and compared to published data of foods to assess their potential
suitability as food inks for 3D printing. Puréed carrot had higher G* compared to xanthan gum and
modified starch pastes but had lower elasticity. Puréed carrot was suitable for 3D printing because of its
stiffness and low elasticity. In addition, food texture measurements based on the methods described in the
International Dysphagia Diet Standardisation Initiative (IDDSI) were also conducted. Printable inks were
able to retain its shape on a fork without dripping through the prongs and slide off a spoon with minimal
residue.
Two printed objects were considered, a line and a cylinder. The line printing was conducted to find the
optimal settings of volumetric extrusion rate, nozzle speed, and layer height. The cylinder printing was
iii

conducted to assess the effects of ink rheology and infill levels, the fraction of the interior of the object to
be filled with material when printed, on maximum build height. Continuous lines and sharp angles were
able to be 3D printed when the line diameter was 130% of the nozzle diameter. Slightly thicker lines
ensure proper layer adhesion. The layer height of the printed line, determined from the aspect ratio (height
over width), ranged from 50% to 80% of the nozzle diameter. Lower aspect ratio indicated spreading of
the ink. The cylinder printing experiments indicated that an ink with storage modulus (G’) around 300 Pa
produced cylinder up to 20 mm height before collapse, while an ink with G’ around 900 Pa produced a
cylinder up to twice the height. Increasing infill levels from 0 to 50% provided additional internal support
to the structure but subjected the object to more stress due to nozzle movement.
The work presented in this thesis generated information on how rheological characteristics affect the
food’s suitability for room temperature extrusion-based 3D printing as well as the quality of the printed
object. The relationships between the 3D printer, slicer setting, and G-code were investigated to
understand how extrusion rates and nozzle speeds can be controlled for 3D printing paste type inks. Food
texture measurements based on the methods described in the International Dysphagia Diet Standardisation
Initiative (IDDSI) were conducted with fork and spoon to assess the ink’s consistency and adhesiveness.
Rheological characterization of the inks provided upper and lower limit of a printable ink. Power law
models were used to analyze the rheology data and the models parameters of the inks were compared to
published data of foods to assess their potential suitability as food inks for 3D printing.
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Chapter 1.
1.1.

Research motivation and objective

Research motivation

We are what we eat. What one consumes affects their overall health and poor dietary choices are the
cause of many diseases. In Canada, 54% of the population are obese and over 2 million people were
diagnosed with diabetes in 2014 (Statistics Canada, 2016). It is often difficult to maintain a healthy diet
due to the efforts needed in tracking one’s food intake and the convenience of processed meals. Most
people have trouble adjusting their diets through self-advocacy alone. What is needed is a way to
automatically adjust foods to the consumers’ needs and preferences (Lipton, 2017).
Some diseases affect the ability to eat. Dysphagia, for example, is a disease which affects one’s ability to
swallow. Over 16 million people in the USA and over 40 million people in Europe are affected and most
of them are the elderly (Takizawa et al., 2016). A study of patients in long term care facilities show that
the odds of being malnourished are nearly double in those showing signs of dysphagia (NamasivayamMacDonald et al., 2017). Attempts have been made to improve meal appearance through the use of food
molds; however, it is time consuming and not practical for many long term care facilities due to limited
food budgets (Keller et al., 2014).
3D printing food may be the solution to these problems. 3D printing is a type of additive manufacturing
which involves building an object in a layer by layer manner. The technology can offer mass
customization, on-demand production, as well as personalized nutrition. The first patent on 3D printing
food was granted over a decade ago to Nanotek Instruments (Yang et al., 2001) although no printer was
made commercially available. A few years later the open source Fab@Home project drew interest to 3D
printing paste (Malone and Lipson, 2007). In the recent years there has been a notable increase of interest
in 3D printing food both in academia and commercial use.
Currently, food inks suitable for extrusion-based 3D printing are formulated by trial and error which is
time consuming and may not generate an optimal ink formulation. Physical properties such as rheology
may have the ability to provide a framework for the formulation of food inks that could reduce the time
requirements and may lead to improved food ink formulation.
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1.2.

Project Objectives

The goal of this project is to identify optimal conditions and material rheology for room temperature
extrusion-based 3D printing of food purée, paste, and gel. Specific objectives are:
1) Determine the relationship between the 3D printer settings and the extrusion rate and nozzle
speed.
2) Identify rheological characteristics and texture of inks as potential criteria for the development of
formulation suitable for extrusion-based 3D printing. Two hydrocolloids, modified corn starch
and xanthan gum, and modified purée carrot were selected as model inks.
3) Determine 3D printer settings for extrusion-based printing and achieving good quality of printed
objects.

1.3.

Thesis Structure

The thesis is broken down into the following chapters and their rationale is as follows:
Chapter 2 provides background on 3D printers and extrusion systems and reviews properties and food
specific applications of xanthan gum and starch. Literature review was conducted on extrusion-based 3D
printing of biological materials, flexible polymer, inorganic materials such as ceramic and metal, and food.
Chapter 3 describes the methodology which includes relevant 3D printer settings that enable extrusion of
viscoelastic pastes, as well as 3D printing tests developed to evaluate the quality of printed objects.
Chapter 4 presents the investigation of the rheological characteristics of modified starch and xanthan gum
pastes. The framework of rheological characteristics established for the two model hydrocolloids was then
used to analyze published rheological characteristics of foods and assess their potential suitability as food
inks for 3D printing. The chapter concludes on approach to design 3D printable food that combines
rheology, sensory properties, and food composition.
Chapter 5 focuses on the 3D printability of the hydrocolloid pastes and modified carrot purée. Rheology
measurements, texture measurement with fork and spoon, and 3D printing tests were conducted. The
relationship between material rheology and quality of the printed object is discussed.
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Chapter 2.

Literature review

3D printing, also known as additive manufacturing, involves building an object in a layer by layer manner.
Traditional fused deposition modeling (FDM) involves melting a filament that solidifies as it is pushed
out of the nozzle (N. Turner et al., 2014). For FDM the material is limited to thermoplastics with the most
popular choices being either polylactic acid (PLA) or acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS) (C. C. Kuo et
al., 2016). Extrusion-based 3D printing expands the range of printable ink to include pastes and gels such
as silicone, clay, and hydrogel. As long as the ink can be extruded through a nozzle and maintain its shape
upon deposition it can be 3D printed. This versatility allows 3D printing to be used for a great variety of
applications ranging from cell scaffold (Ouyang et al., 2016) to flexible electronics (Shin et al., 2016).
This chapter reviews 3D printer and extruder configurations, xanthan gum and starch properties, basic
concepts of viscosity and oscillatory rheology, and reviews recent literature for extrusion-based 3D
printing. The literature review focuses on the characteristics of a printable ink and methods used to
evaluate printability. Lastly the commercial research on 3D food printing is also be discussed.

2.1.

3D Printer and extruder set-up

2.1.1. 3D printer configuration
3D printer can be classified by their movements. The three main types include Cartesian, Delta, and
selective compliance assembly robot arm (SCARA) (Figure 1).

Figure 1 Types of 3D printer configuration according to movement: A. Cartesian type printer (Prusa i3 MK2) credits:
Josef Prusa, B. Delta type printer (μDelta) credits: eMotion Tech, and C. SCARA type printer (Wally) credits:
Nicholas Seward. The arrows indicate direction of the moving parts. Images reused under CC-BY SA.
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The Cartesian printer system is the most commonly used due to its simplicity and intuitive control.
Movement in the x, y, and z-direction are controlled by moving the print nozzle, the print platform, or
both simultaneously. This type of printer is widely available and can be purchased for a few hundred
dollars. There are also dedicated maker communities that aim to create, improve, and modify open-source
3D printers (Wittbrodt et al., 2013).
In the delta printer system, the print nozzle is mounted on a base at the intersection of three carriages.
Movement is controlled by the position of the three carriages relative to each other. This configuration
carries very little weight on the base and can move faster than the Cartesian design (Horvath, 2014).
Additionally, it is possible to create reversible delta designs that can switch from free moving tool for
printing thermoplastic filaments to fixed tool for extruding paste (Anzalone et al., 2015). In general this
type of printer is more complicated to calibrate and modify than Cartesian printers.
The SCARA system is a relatively new design to be used in 3D printers (Refer to Figure 1 C). This design
has linked arms that move in an arc by rotating the elbows. Movement in the z-direction can be achieved
by mounting the shoulder on the z-axis or raising and lowering the printer platform. Creative Machines
Lab at University of Columbia proposed a conceptual design for a food printer based on the SCARA
configuration (Creative Machines Lab, 2017). This configuration is more compact since the arms can be
folded flat for storage and portability. SCARA 3D printers are more expensive since their components are
not as widely available as Cartesian and delta 3D printers.
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2.1.2. Extruder
For extrusion-based 3D printer there are two major components: the printer which controls movement and
position of the nozzle and the extruder which controls the material flow. Three common types of
extrusion systems include stepper motor driven piston, pneumatic, and conveying screw (Figure 2).

Figure 2 Different types of extrusion mechanisms reproduced with permission from (Sun et al., 2017)

In the stepper motor driven piston system, there is physical contact between the material and the piston.
This mechanism provides better control of the extrusion rate since there is constant volume displacement.
One disadvantage with this set up is the time delay to start and stop the extrusion process which may
result in inaccurate print (Li et al., 2015).
The pneumatic extrusion system utilizes compressed gas as a driving force for extrusion. Air is commonly
used but nitrogen can also be used if sterility is required such as in the case of printing biological inks
(Hinton et al., 2015). Pneumatic extrusion is capable of extruding a wide range of viscoelastic inks (Hölzl
et al., 2016). It also has faster response time since the cartridge can be pressurized and depressurized
quickly. This type of system is more complicated to build and operate than motor driven systems since it
involves the use of compressed gas.
The conveying screw extrusion system uses a single screw extruder to deliver material from the hopper to
the nozzle. One benefit of this design is that it allows for continuous printing since the material can be
loaded as required (L. Wang et al., 2017). The rotating screw also helps mix the material as it is being
printed to ensure homogeneity and prevent phase separation. Some disadvantages of this design include
the possibility of cross-contamination since the materials are not stored in separate cartridges.
Additionally, delicate materials such as cells are not suitable for conveying screw extrusion since shear
force would damage cell membrane (Ouyang et al., 2016).
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2.1.3. Ink extrusion conditions
Inks can be grouped into three categories depending on the extrusion techniques applicable: cold
extrusion, hot-melt extrusion, and gel-forming extrusion (Lipton, 2017). Both hot-melt and gel-forming
extrusion involves some kind of phase change of the ink whereas cold extrusion generally occurs at room
temperature with no phase transition (Godoi et al., 2016).
Cold extrusion or room temperature extrusion relies solely on the inks’ rheology for printing. In contrast
to hot-melt extrusion, there is no manipulation of temperature. The ink should be both extrudable and
capable of forming self-supporting layers (Godoi et al., 2016). Ink rheology may be modified through the
addition of thickeners or changing the composition.
Hot-melt extrusion involves an initial heating step to allow the ink to flow out of the nozzle followed by a
cooling step to solidify the ink. In general the ink in hot melt extrusion is not heated to the same degree as
FDM. The melting temperature for ABS filaments is around 200 °C (N. Turner et al., 2014). In
comparison, gelation point for gelatin and agar is around 30-40 °C (Williams, 2006). The ink is kept a
few degrees above the material’s gelation point such that the ink can gel rapidly once extruded. For inks
with gelation point around or below room temperature the printing platform or chamber may be cooled
with an ice bath (Furukawa et al., 2015) or a Peltier device (He et al., 2016) to induce gelation. The ink
itself may also be modified. In one study, Schutyser and colleagues (2017) increase the gelation
temperature of sodium caseinate solution from 15 °C to 31 °C by crosslinking with transglutaminase. The
ink is kept in a heated chamber slightly above the gelation temperature (31.5 °C) to print multi-layer
structures (Schutyser et al., 2017).
Gel-forming extrusion involves the chemical or physical crosslinking of the ink. Instead of relying on
manipulation of temperature to induce gelation like the case of hot-melt extrusion, addition of ionic
species or ultra-violet light is used to trigger gelation (Wang et al., 2015). For example, alginate can be
crosslinked in the presence of divalent ions such as calcium to form thermally irreversible gels (Williams,
2006). Photopolymers such as gelatin methacrylate can be cured by UV light to form mechanically robust
structures (Wang et al., 2015).
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2.2.

Food Hydrocolloids

Hydrocolloids are important food additives that have diverse function due to their ability to interact and
bind with water. Some commonly used ones include starch, xanthan gum, beta-glucan, guar gum, locust
bean gum, konjac glucomannan, pectin, alginate, carrageenan, and inulin (Funami, 2011). They can serve
as gelling agent, thickener, or stabilizer. For extrusion-based 3D printing, hydrocolloids can be added to
the inks to modify ink rheology. This section will focus on the properties of xanthan gum and starch.
2.2.1. Xanthan gum
Xanthan gum (XG) contains linear β (1-4) linked glucose backbone (similar to cellulose) with trisaccharide side chains on every other glucose (Sworn, 2009) (Figure 3). It is an anionic polysaccharide
due to the carboxylic acid groups on its side chains. It has high molecular weight (>3x106 Da) (Williams,
2006) and forms highly viscous solution at low concentrations. XG can dramatically increase the
viscosity of food bolus. High viscosity effectively slows down the digestion process and prevents spike in
blood glucose level (Yi et al., 2015). Currently there is no government approved health claims associated
with the consumption of XG by itself; however, Health Canada recently accepted the health claims by
PGX®, a dietary supplement which consists of XG, konjac glucomannan, and sodium alginate, as
effective in reducing post-prandial glycaemic responses (Brand-Miller et al., 2010). In addition, Health
Canada restricts the amount of XG used in some foods (e.g. 0.5% in cheese, margarine, or sour cream, 0.1%
for ice cream and sherbet) (Health Canada, 2016).

Figure 3 Structure of xanthan gum (XG), credits: NEUROtiker reuse under public domain
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XG is produced by the aerobic fermentation of glucose or sucrose by Xanthomona campestris (Viebke et
al., 2014). In terms of price, it is more expensive than starch. The average price for XG was $5.17/kg in
2010 compared to $0.92/kg for starch (Seisun, 2012). However, XG is a popular choice for thickener due
to its excellent thickening ability at low concentration and stability in a wide range of temperature, pH,
and salt concentrations.
XG molecules form intermolecular aggregates through hydrogen bonding and polymer entanglements.
Solution of XG is highly pseudo-plastic and gel-like at rest for concentration above 1% by weight (Sworn,
2009). Furthermore, XG has good synergy with galactomannans such as guar gum or locust bean gum
and can gel due to interactions with the unsubstituted “smooth” region of galactomannan (Sworn, 2009).
2.2.2. Starch
Starch contains repeating glucose units linked by α (1-4) and α (1-6) glycosidic bond. Amylose is short
chain starch with relative linear structure while amylopectin is highly branched (Figure 4). The typical
molecular weight for amylose is 105-106 Daltons and 107-109 Daltons for amylopectin (Dupuis et al.,
2014). The amylose and amylopectin present in starch depends on the plant source. Starch extracted from
cultivars of corn, potato, rice, wheat, or tapioca would have different compositions (Potter and Hassid,
1948). Consumption of resistant starch, portion of starch that is not digested in the small intestine, slows
down the process of digestion and prevents spikes in blood glucose level (Dupuis et al., 2014).

Figure 4 Structure of amylose and amylopectin in starch (Sweedman et al., 2013). Reproduced with permission.

Native starch exists as granules that contain alternating layers of semi-crystalline amylopectin and
amorphous amylose (Sweedman et al., 2013). At first glance, it may seem counter-intuitive that the
branched molecule is crystalline while the short, linear molecule is amorphous. The arrangement is
possible since starch granules are synthesized by plants as part of their growth and not produced in a
stirred tank reactor like synthetic polymers. Because of the granule structure, native starch can be
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dispersed but not dissolved in cold water. Native starch granules need to be hydrated and heated above its
gelatinization temperature (~90 °C) to form a solution.
Starch molecules contain many hydroxyl groups that can interact with water through hydrogen bonding.
The interactions lead to increase in viscosity. The amylopectin component exists as free coils in solution
due to its highly branched structure and high molecular weight. The amylose component, on the other
hand, may aggregate to form a gel (i.e. retrogradation). Retrogradation may be undesirable since it alters
the food texture during storage. The process is reversible by heating or shearing the gel.
Starch can be modified physically, chemically, or enzymatically to alter its properties (Dupuis et al., 2014;
Singh et al., 2007). The use of chemically modified starch in the food industry is regulated. Table 1 shows
some of the modification available and their effect.
Table 1 Health Canada approved chemically modified starch and their properties adapted from (Singh et al., 2007)
with permission

Treatment

Permitted starch-modifying chemicals
(Health Canada, 2016)

Properties

Acid hydrolysis

Hydrochloric acid
Nitric acid
Sulphuric acid

Reduced molecular weight
Reduced viscosity
Increased retrogradation

Oxidation

Calcium hypochlorite
Hydrogen peroxide
Sodium hypochlorite
Potassium permanganate

Low viscosity
High clarity
Low temperature stability

Crosslinking

Sodium trimetaphosphate
Sodium tripolyphosphate
Potassium tripolyphosphate

Higher stability of granules towards swelling,
high temperature, high shear, and acidic
conditions

Esterification

Acetic anhydride
Succinic anhydride
Octenyl succinic anhydride

Lower gelatinization temperature
Lower tendency to form gels
Higher clarity

Etherification

Propylene oxide

Higher clarity
Higher viscosity
Reduced syneresis and freeze-thaw stability

Both acid-treated and oxidized starches have lower viscosity compared to native starch. For acid
hydrolysis, inorganic acids are used to breakdown the starch molecule into smaller segments to increase
gelling. For oxidation reactions, peroxide and hypochlorite are used to convert the hydroxyl groups on the
starch to either aldehyde or carboxyl groups.
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Starch can also be crosslinked to increase its stability in acidic conditions and its resistance to digestive
enzymes such as amylase (Singh et al., 2007). Phosphorylation is the most common reaction for
crosslinking food grade starch. Recently a crosslinking agent, epichlorohydrin, was removed from the list
of permitted chemicals citing concerns with safety (Health Canada, 2016).
Succinic anhydride and octenyl succinic anhydride (OSA) can also crosslink starch molecules through the
formation of ester linkages. OSA treated starch contains hydrophobic octenyl groups and is therefore
more suited for use as emulsifiers due to its amphiphilic nature (Sweedman et al., 2013).
Propylene oxide is used for hydroxypropylation of starch. The reaction creates bulky substituted groups
on the starch that interferes with hydrogen bonding between starch molecules and reduces syneresis (also
known as “weeping” where water separates from a gel) (Dupuis et al., 2014).
Other types of modified starch include pre-gelatinized starch and enzyme hydrolyzed starch. Pregelatinized starch is produced by heating native starch in water above its gelatinization point and then
dried (Singh et al., 2007). The process is conducted to achieve cold water soluble starch. Enzyme
hydrolyzed starch is produced by dispersing starch in an aqueous solution with food grade amylolytic
enzymes at a temperature below the gelatinization point (Sweedman et al., 2013). Amylase has lower
hydrolysis rate compared to mineral acid but is effective at ambient conditions and less corrosive to
equipment (Li et al., 2013). Enzyme treated starch has similar properties to those treated with mineral
acids.

2.3.

Viscosity and viscoelasticity

Rheology is the study of how materials deform and flow. It is applicable to all kind of viscoelastic
materials including food, polymer, and ceramic pastes. This section reviews the concepts of steady shear
viscosity and oscillatory rheology measurements since 3D printing studies often use one or both methods
to characterize the ink.
2.3.1. Steady shear viscosity
The inks’ resistance to flow or deformation is its viscosity. It can be defined as the ratio of shear stress
over shear rate. The viscosity of a Newtonian fluid is constant since the shear stress changes linearly with
shear rate. For non-Newtonian fluids, the shear stress varies non-linearly with shear rate and can be
described with the power law (Equation 2-1) or the Herchel-Bulkley model (Equation 2-2).
𝜏 = 𝐾 𝛾𝑛

Equation 2-1

𝜏 = 𝜏𝑦 + 𝐾 𝛾 𝑛

Equation 2-2
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Where τ is the shear stress (Pa), γ is the shear rate (s-1), K is the consistency coefficient (Pa sn), n is the
flow behavior index (dimensionless), and τy is the yield stress.
The flow behavior index (n) describes how the shear stress changes with shear rate. If n > 1, the ink is
shear thickening and if 0 < n < 1, the ink is shear thinning. The Herchel-Bulkley model describes inks that
are solid-like at rest and only starts to flow after the applied stress exceeds the yield stress τy.
Steady shear viscosity is measured with stationary tests. Stationary tests involve subjecting the ink to a
certain stress and measuring the resulting strain or vice versa. For example, a simple rotational test can be
performed with a Brookfield viscometer. The ink is subjected to a constant shear rate (i.e. speed) and the
viscosity of the sample is calculated from the amount of torque (i.e. force) required to turn the spindle.
Viscosity can be reported at some standard conditions (e.g. shear rate of 50 s-1 is the standard for
thickened food developed for dysphagia (Zargaraan et al., 2013)) or over a range of shear rates to
generate a flow curve. The shape of the curve depends on the type of fluid. For Newtonian fluid the
viscosity is a constant. Non-Newtonian fluid may display increase or decrease in viscosity as shear rate
increases.
Some inks’ viscosity is also time-dependant. In those cases, viscosity can be recorded over time at a
single shear rate to show whether the sample is thixotropic (i.e. viscosity decreases with time) or
rheopectic (i.e. viscosity increases with time). Most inks for 3D printing behave as a non-Newtonian fluid
with a yield stress and exhibits shear thinning behavior.
2.3.2. Oscillatory rheology
In addition to viscosity, the inks used for 3D printing also exhibit viscoelastic behaviours which means
they have both fluid and solid like behaviors. Viscoelasticity is measured by oscillatory tests.
For oscillatory tests, the sample is subjected to sinusoidal oscillatory stress to measure both the elastic and
the viscous response of the ink. The rheometer can operate under two modes: controlled stress or
controlled rate. Controlled stress rheometers apply a torque and measure the strain rate whereas controlled
rate rheometers are the opposite.
The sample’s entire resistance against deformation is known as the complex modulus (G*). For a
perfectly elastic material such as a spring, the deformation is in phase with the applied shear stress (phase
angle δ = 0°). For a purely viscous material, the deformation is out of phase with applied shear stress
(phase angle δ = 90°). Therefore the complex modulus can be split into its respective components
(McKenna and Lyng, 2003):
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𝐺’ = 𝐺 ∗ cos(𝛿)

Equation 2-3

𝐺” = 𝐺 ∗ sin(𝛿)

Equation 2-4

Storage modulus (G’) measures the elastic response. The applied energy is stored and the material springs
back into its original form once the stress is removed. The loss modulus (G”) measures the viscous
response. The applied energy is dissipated due to the material flowing. Other important parameters
include the loss tangent (tan δ = G”/G’) which is the ratio of the two moduli and the complex viscosity
(η* = G*/angular frequency). Tan δ indicates if the material is behaving more like a solid or a liquid.
One type of oscillatory test is an amplitude sweep. The amplitude of deformation slowly increases over a
number of cycles to identify when the material’s internal structure starts to break down. Within the linear
viscoelastic region (LVR), the viscoelastic parameters (G’, G”, δ) are independent of applied stress or
strain (Steffe, 1996). The point where G’ starts to deviate from linearity is the material yield point. The
yield point estimated by oscillatory measurements is the static yield stress (i.e. minimum shear stress or
strain required to initiate flow) whereas the yield stress obtained from flow curves is the dynamic yield
stress (i.e. shear stress required to maintain flow at low shear rates) (Steffe, 1996).
Another type of oscillatory test is a frequency sweep. The amplitude of deformation is constant but the
frequency of oscillation increases. Frequency sweep is conducted within the LVR. It helps to better
understand the internal structure of the material and the time-dependant shear behavior (McKenna and
Lyng, 2003). For instance, high frequency represents short term behavior like mixing or extruding while
low frequency represents long term behavior such as settling. The frequency where G’ and G” will
crossover is the inverse of the relaxation time which is defined as the length of time at rest required for
the sample to relax a stress received from an external body (Norton et al., 2011).
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2.4.

Applications of extrusion-based 3D printing

The goal of this section is to review typical extruder and printer configurations, suitable range of rheology
parameters for a 3D printable ink, modification of the material and printing process, as well as methods of
characterizing printability.
Applications of extrusion-based 3D printing with food is recent; however, 3D printing with hydrogels
(Hölzl et al., 2016; Kirchmajer et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2015), elastomers (Hinton et al., 2016; Hung et
al., 2014; Lipton and Lipson, 2016; O’Bryan et al., 2017), and colloidal inks of ceramic (Cai et al., 2012;
Faes et al., 2015; Feilden et al., 2016; Ghazanfari et al., 2017; Li et al., 2015; Wang and Shaw, 2005),
glass (Avery et al., 2014; Dorj et al., 2012; Gao et al., 2013; P. W. Wang et al., 2016), and metal (Jakus et
al., 2015b; Ren et al., 2017) are well established.
Table 2 provides an overview on 3D printing with these inks and their similarities and differences
compared to food inks. Bio-printing involves printing cells or bacteria embedded in hydrogel. It allows
for precise positioning of the cells and better degree of control over pore size and distribution compared
to traditional scaffold fabrication techniques (Ouyang et al., 2016). The print resolution may range from
100-500 μm depending on the size of the nozzle tip used. The printed objects can be subjected to postprocessing steps such as crosslinking by ions to improve mechanical properties. Hydrogels such as
alginate, gelatin, and agarose are often used since they can be extruded as liquid and gel once printed in
order to minimize shear-induced damage to cells (Hölzl et al., 2016; Kirchmajer et al., 2015).
Inorganic inks such as metal, glass, or ceramic are generally suspended in a polymer solution to create an
ink that can be used for 3D printing. The printed objects are subjected to a heating step to remove the
polymer binder and a high temperature sintering step to fuse the particles together. The print resolution
can range from 100 to 2000 μm depending on the application. For example, printing a custom fitted
denture would require higher precision than printing a decorative flower vase. In order for the printed
object to have good mechanical strength, the ink needs to have high solid loading. If the solid content of
the ink is too low, the final structure might shrink unevenly or have poor mechanical properties due to
high porosity. Thickeners such as methyl-cellulose are sometimes added to make the ink more shear
thinning and to prevent the inorganic particles from settling (Ghazanfari et al., 2017).
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Flexible polymers such as silicone and polyurethane as well as composite materials such as carbon
nanotubes or graphene dispersed in polymer binder can be 3D printed. The ink is similar to the inorganics
inks in that it is a heterogeneous mixture of particles and binder. The main difference is that the polymer
binder is not removed in the final printed object. Some post-processing steps may include crosslinking or
solvent evaporation.
3D printing food allows for product design, personalized nutrition, and rapid experimentation with
various flavour and texture combinations (Sun et al., 2015a). 3D printing also produces less waste since
only what is needed is printed. In addition, the deconstruction and reconstruction of food allows for
incorporation of functional ingredients such as vitamins and minerals (Rodgers, 2016). After the food
paste, purée, or gel is printed, it may be subjected to post-processing steps such as steaming, baking, deep
frying or freezing. The print resolution is usually in the range of a few millimeters. In the case of food,
speed is favored over accuracy since the shapes are mostly for aesthetic purposes. Food-pathogens might
be of concern if printing takes too long. Starch, gelatin, or xanthan gum can be used to modify the ink to
make it suitable for 3D printing.
Table 2 Overview of extrusion-based 3D printing cells, flexible polymer, inorganic materials, and food applications
(Hinton et al., 2016; Kirchmajer et al., 2015; Li et al., 2015; Yang et al., 2015)

Ink

Bio-Printing
Cells in hydrogel

Inorganics
Metal, ceramic,
glass suspension

Postprocessing

Crosslink
Cell seeding

High temperature
sintering to remove
binder
High solid loading
needed for good
fusing

Restrictions Bio-compatible
Good cell viability
Shear and heat
sensitive
Print
100-500 μm
Resolution
Objective
Cell propagation
and migration

Rheology
Modifier

Gelling agent such
as alginate or gelatin

Polymer blends
carbon composites
silicone,
polyurethane
Crosslinking

Food Printing
Food paste, gel,
purée

Drying to remove
volatile solvent

Safe for human
consumption
Good mouthfeel

100-2000 μm

100-1000 μm

>1 mm

Control porosity and
shape
Good mechanical
strength

Appropriate
mechanical and
electrical properties
Flexible and robust
structure
Concentration of
filler particles

Customize shape,
taste, and nutrition

Thickener such as
methyl-cellulose to
prevent phase
separation
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Steam, bake, deep
fry, freeze

Food thickener like
starch or xanthan
gum

2.4.1. Printer configuration and extruder type for paste
This section reviews printer configuration and extruder types used for 3D printing paste in literature and
their typical operating conditions.
The Cartesian type 3D printer configuration has been the most common type reported in literature. Some
printers are custom builds (Ouyang et al., 2016; Zhao et al., 2015) while others are modified from an
existing commercial 3D desktop printer (Hinton et al., 2015). Commercially available printers include
3D-Bioplotter by EnvisionTEC and Bioscaffolder by Gesim (Hölzl et al., 2016). The nozzle is usually the
moving component; however, if the cartridge containing the paste is too heavy, a stationary extruder
configuration (i.e. fixed nozzle and moving print bed) is preferred (Anzalone et al., 2015).
Both stepper motor driven piston and pneumatic extrusion are used to extrude pastes. Piston-based
extruders may be custom-built (Shin et al., 2016) or modified from a syringe pump (Hinton et al., 2016;
O’Bryan et al., 2017). The volumetric extrusion rate is controlled by the piston which is driven by a
stepper motor. The reported extrusion rate ranges from 10 to 104 μL/hour (Lehner et al., 2017; O’Bryan et
al., 2017; Ouyang et al., 2016; Zhao et al., 2015). The combination of extrusion rates and nozzle speeds
can create a wide range of filament sizes. Piston-based extrusion systems offer more consistent extrusion
compared to pneumatic extrusion (Bégin-Drolet et al., 2017). Piston setup has been used to print
chocolate (Khot et al., 2017), food hydrocolloids such as pectin (Vancauwenberghe et al., 2017b),
alginate (D’Angelo et al., 2016), agar, and gelatin (Serizawa et al., 2014; Vesco et al., 2009), as well as
processed food like cheese (Le Tohic et al., 2017), tofu (Mizrahi et al., 2016), and meat purée (Lipton et
al., 2010).
Pneumatic extrusion is usually chosen when quick response is required. Extrusion pressures are reported
instead of the volumetric extrusion rate. For bio-printing it can range from 5-65 kPa depending on gel
concentration (Akkineni et al., 2016; Chung et al., 2013; He et al., 2016). For ceramic, metal, or glass, the
extrusion pressure reported ranges from 50-500 kPa which is higher than the range reported for bioprinting (Barui et al., 2017; Gao et al., 2013; Jakus et al., 2015a, 2015b). For instance, the extrusion
pressure for printing carbon grease and silicone is 344 kPa and 480 kPa, respectively (Lipton and Lipson,
2016; Muth et al., 2014). For bio-printing, the extrusion pressure is limited by the cell viability whereas
for other applications, the extrusion pressure can be as high as the equipment limits. Pneumatic extrusion
has been used to print food paste with a wide range of consistency. Soft foods like fish, pumpkin, and
beet purée as well as egg white foam can be extruded at a low pressure of 20 to 50 kPa (Kouzani et al.,
2017, 2016). For stiffer pastes such as vegemite, food spread made from yeast extracts, the extrusion
pressure ranges from 100-170 kPa depending on printing temperature (Hamilton et al., 2017). Mixtures
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that are rich in protein, fiber, or have low water content have thicker consistency and require higher
pressure from 300 kPa to 600 kPa (Derossi et al., 2017; Gong et al., 2014; Lille et al., 2017; Schutyser et
al., 2017; Severini et al., 2016).
Conveying screw-based extruder systems have been used to print mashed potato (Liu et al., 2017), fish
gel (L. Wang et al., 2017), and chocolate (Hao et al., 2010).
In addition to the aforementioned setups, Ghazanfari and colleagues (2017) designed a novel system that
combines both pneumatic and conveying screw extrusion. Pressurized air delivers paste to a chamber and
the paste is extruded by a progressive cavity pump based extruder (Ghazanfari et al., 2017). Similar setup
also used in the modular printer xPrint, developed by MIT media lab for dispensing liquids (G. Wang et
al., 2016).
2.4.2. Rheology and extrusion-based 3D printing of foods
This section reviews key rheology parameters used for characterizing inks in literature and the typical
range of printable inks.
For inks that undergo phase transition, the rheology would be measured as function of time and
temperature. An important parameter is the characteristic tan δ which shows whether the ink is
predominately elastic or viscous. It also helps determine the conditions under which the phase change
occurs. The gelation point will help researcher determine the optimal printing conditions such as printing
temperature. Strong gels that are covalently or ionically bonded have moduli that are independent of
frequency within the linear viscoelastic region and if tan δ is below 0.1 (Vancauwenberghe et al., 2017b).
The high gel strength helps the object to hold its shape but results in inconsistent extrusion due to gel
fracturing. Similar print results were observed for 3D printing of fish gels (L. Wang et al., 2017). On the
other hand, weak gels have tan δ higher than 0.1 and their G’ and G” show power-law like behavior
during frequency sweep. The weaker gel shows more uniform extrusion but may spread during printing
(Vancauwenberghe et al., 2017b).
For inks that do not undergo phase change, the rheology is focused on the ink’s behavior as a function of
shear rate (γ). Both viscosity measurements and oscillatory rheology measurements are important.
Viscosity measurements at different shear rates are usually reported. The ideal ink should be shearthinning and have high near-zero viscosity (Faes et al., 2015). Power law parameters such as the
consistency coefficient (K) and the shear thinning coefficient (n) are also useful for comparison between
inks.
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Ink viscosity can range from 0.030 Pa s to 6 x 104 Pa s for extrusion-based systems (Hölzl et al., 2016).
However the range doesn’t provide information on how the ink behaves during and after extrusion. Table
3 summarizes changes in ink viscosity during 3D printing extrusion process.
Table 3 Viscosity and shear rates of inks during extrusion and at rest in literature

Extrusion

Extrusion

Rest viscosity
-1

Rest shear rate

References

-1

viscosity (Pa s)

shear rate (s )

(Pa s)

(s )

28.6

26

400

0

(Faes et al., 2015)

40

30

4 x 104

0.01

(Cai et al., 2012)

35

28.34

2560

0.14

(Derossi et al., 2017)

100-400

30

2000-6000

0

(Feilden et al., 2016)

Low viscosity during extrusion and high viscosity at rest is desirable to prevent spreading; however, if the
zero shear viscosity is too high, extrusion might be difficult. Wang and colleagues (2017) found that fish
gel with zero-shear viscosity of 3 x 104 Pa s was not suitable for 3D printing. Uniform extrusion is
possible once the viscosity was reduced to 104 Pa s by adding table salt (L. Wang et al., 2017).
In addition to viscosity, rheological parameters such as yield stress and storage modulus (G’) are equally
important in defining ideal ink behavior. These rheological parameters indicate whether the material is
capable of producing self-supporting layers. The yield stress of a printable paste should be at least 200300 Pa and can be as high as 1000 to 2000 Pa (Cai et al., 2012; Zhong et al., 2017). Table 4 summarizes
typical range of yield stress and G’ of 3D printable food inks in literature.
Table 4 Yield stress and G’ of printable food inks in literature

Inks

Yield stress (Pa)

G’ (Pa)

References

Vegemite and marmite

419-1419

N/A

(Hamilton et al., 2017)

Mashed potatoes

312

N/A

(Liu et al., 2017)

Protein and fiber paste

60

1500

(Lille et al., 2017)

In a recent study, vegemite and marmite are 3D printed under temperatures ranging from 37 to 4 °C. The
ink yield stress ranged from 419 to 1419 Pa and was able to retain its shape in all cases (Hamilton et al.,
2017). Liu et al (2017) found that for mashed potatoes the best printing results was obtained for mashed
potatoes with yield stress of 312 Pa. The mashed potatoes with yield stress of 370 Pa and low tan δ was
hard to extrude and the one with yield stress of 195.90 Pa ended up spreading (Liu et al., 2017). In
contrast, Lille et al (2017) found the best food paste has yield stress of 60 Pa. The value is much lower
than the ones reported in other studies and may be explained by the high G’ value of 1500 Pa. High G’ is
desirable for building objects with high shape fidelity. Inks with yield stress of 100 Pa and G’ of 36000
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Pa were deemed too hard to extrude while those with yield stress of 8 Pa and G’ of 300 Pa ended up
spreading (Lille et al., 2017). Both yield stress and G’ contribute to the ink’s ability to hold its shape. The
minimum and maximum yield stress for a 3D printable ink will change depending on the G’ of the ink.
Postiglione and colleagues (2015) determined the printability window of their ink by defining a maximum
allowable shear stress (2900 Pa) based on the extruder capabilities and finding the corresponding range of
shear rates. The shear rates were converted to extrusion speeds for the printer. For example, the viscous
paste with high solid loading is limited to printing speed of 0.1 mm/s without exceeding the maximum
shear stress. On the other hand, paste with lower solid loading can print as fast as 5 mm/s and remained
extrudable (Postiglione et al., 2015).
2.4.3. Inks and printing methods
This section reviews several potential modifications to both the ink composition and the printing process
in literature. Modifications of ink composition include addition of crosslinkers or volatile solvents. If the
ink composition cannot be altered, the printing process can be modified to enable 3D printing. Techniques
including laser curing, frozen deposition, support gel bath, and coaxial extrusion will be discussed.
Addition of crosslinkers enabled Lehner et al (2017) to print alginate solution on a calcium chloride
treated surface and constructed multi-layer objects by pausing for 40 seconds in-between layers to allow
for diffusion of calcium ions (Lehner et al., 2017). Solutions of alginate and pectin crosslinked with
calcium ions have also been successfully 3D printed. It was found that gel strength increases with calcium
ion concentration (D’Angelo et al., 2016; Vancauwenberghe et al., 2017b). Orange juice mixed with
calcium gluconate lactate was successfully 3D printed in a bath of alginate solution (D’Angelo et al.,
2016).
The use of volatile solvent such as dichloromethane enabled 3D printing of carbon nanotube, graphene,
and metal oxide pastes (Jakus et al., 2015a, 2015b; Postiglione et al., 2015). The purpose is two-fold: the
volatile ingredient (e.g. water, alcohol, vinegar) acts as solvent to make extrusion easier and helps harden
the deposition through evaporation (Yang et al., 2001). The described technique was also used to create
self-folding pasta. The pasta consists of gelatin film and stripes of ethyl cellulose printed on top of the
film that modulate folding behavior. Ethyl cellulose was dissolved in ethanol to form 3D printable ink.
The ethanol evaporates during printing to solidify the structure (W. Wang et al., 2017).
Laser densification or infrared heating can be used to solidify the paste in-between each layer. The paste
can be extruded into an oil bath to prevent drying and cracking at the object (Feilden et al., 2016;
Ghazanfari et al., 2017; Wang and Shaw, 2005).
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In frozen deposition the ink is printed onto cooled platform (Dorj et al., 2012). Edible objects made of
agar, gelatin (Gong et al., 2014; Serizawa et al., 2014) have been 3D printed by frozen deposition. Agar
gels around 32-40 °C and melts around 85 °C whereas gelatin forms thermally reversible gel around 3040 °C (Gong et al., 2014; Serizawa et al., 2014). High gelation temperature is desirable for fast
solidification after extrusion. Schutyser and colleagues (2017) were able to increase the gelation point for
sodium caseinate dispersion from around 15 °C to 31 °C by crosslinking with transglutaminase. In
addition to the gelation of polysaccharides and proteins, the fat content in food also affects the melting
and solidification behavior. For example, chocolate solidifies around 30 °C so it is possible to print at
room temperature (Hao et al., 2010) although additional fan cooling allows for printing objects with more
complex geometry with bridging and overhangs (Lanaro et al., 2017). In a study with processed cheese
where the reported melting temperature was 59.5 – 64.2 °C, the cheese was heated to 70 C prior to
printing (Le Tohic et al., 2017).
Support gel bath technique was used to print soft gels and viscous fluids in a support bath consisting of
gelatin micro-particles (Hinton et al., 2015). The technique was also applied to print silicone into tubular
and helical structures (Hinton et al., 2016). In a different study, O’Bryan and colleagues printed silicone
into a support composed of micro-organogel instead of an aqueous gel (O’Bryan et al., 2017). The
support bath behaves like a solid at low shear stress to support the deposited material. At high shear stress
the support bath flows to allow the nozzle tip to move. The support allows for the printing of objects with
complex geometry with overhangs and hollow interiors (Hinton et al., 2015).
For coaxial extrusion, a soft gel is encapsulated inside a stiff shell for mechanical support. The print is
further treated by crosslinking with calcium ions or genipin depending on the core material (Akkineni et
al., 2016).
Lastly, modification of the printing process can also apply to the movement of the nozzle. Instead of
having the nozzle tracing the exact print path, Lipton and Lipson (2016) used viscous thread instability to
print silicone foam with cellular structures. The nozzle is lifted off the print surface and the extruded
filament coils onto itself as it falls. The structures can be meanders, translated coils, or alternating loops
depending on the nozzle travel speed as well as its distance from the print surface (Lipton and Lipson,
2016).
2.4.4. Print object quality
After the appropriate ink composition and technique are selected to enable 3D printing, the quality of the
printed object can be evaluated in several ways. The first method involves qualitative observation of the
printing process and object. A wide range of arbitrary designs of the object have been reported in the
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literature. Some examples include miniature map of Australia made out of egg white foam (Kouzani et al.,
2016), coral reef made out of tofu noodles (Mizrahi et al., 2016), cartoon fish out of pumpkin and fish
purée (Kouzani et al., 2017), insect-inspired geometric designs such as honeycomb using insect powder
fondant (Soares and Forkes, 2014), apple logo with mashed potato (Liu et al., 2017), Chinese calligraphy
characters with molten sugar (Leung, 2017), flower bowls printed with rice paste (Tanaka et al., 2015),
and pyramid with vegemite and marmite (Hamilton et al., 2017). The printed object may be assigned a
numerical rank that represents print quality based on visual inspection (Lille et al., 2017). Important
characteristics noted during the printing process include deposition uniformity, clogged nozzles, lag time,
and deformation of the object (Vancauwenberghe et al., 2017b).
The second method involves 3D printing objects with a basic design such as lines, grids, or cubes. The
shape of the object is kept simple so its dimensions such as the line diameter and height can be compared
to the intended design. Hao and colleagues (2010) measured the printability of chocolate by printing
straight lines and hollow cubes. The line diameter, cube length and width, and wall thickness are used to
judge print accuracy (Hao et al., 2010). In a similar study with chocolate, Lanaro and colleagues (2017)
conducted bridging test in addition to printing lines. The chocolate is extruded over gaps with increasing
distance to determine the maximum distance that can be printed without collapse in absence of support
(Lanaro et al., 2017).The line printing test can be used to identify the optimal extrusion rate and nozzle
speed. The desired combination should produce lines with diameter equal to the nozzle diameter (Hao et
al., 2010; L. Wang et al., 2017). Furthermore, the line print test can be modified to print dotted lines to
measure accuracy of the extruder (Ghazanfari et al., 2017). The extruder needs time to build up enough
force in order to overcome the ink’s yield stress. Li and colleagues compared different extruder designs
including piston, needle valve, and auger valve and found that auger valve offer the best extrusion start
and stop accuracy, as well as flow rate consistency (Li et al., 2015).
Simple 2D designs such as lattices are also used to evaluate print quality (He et al., 2016; Ouyang et al.,
2016; Zhao et al., 2015). The width and line spacing of the printed object are measured and compared to
the intended design. The line width can be estimated from the volumetric extrusion rate and nozzle speed
assuming that the cross-sectional area of the printed filament is an ellipse (O’Bryan et al., 2017). Ouyang
et al (2016) proposed a method for quantitatively evaluating printability through image analysis of the
pore shapes in a lattice design (Figure 5). The pore shape should be square if the gel is able to hold its
shape. If the gel starts spreading, the pore would become more circular. On the other hand, if the gel
fractures during printing, irregular pore shapes would be created. In this approach the printability (Pr) is
calculated as the ratio of circularity of a perfect square (π/4) over the actual circularity of the pore shape
(C =

4πA
)
L2

(Ouyang et al., 2016).
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Figure 5 Evaluating 3D printability of gel through image analysis of lattice structures (Ouyang et al., 2016).
Reproduced with permission of IOP Publishing in the format Thesis/Dissertation via Copyright Clearance Center.

Multi-layer cube and cylinder geometries are also common choices for assessing the quality of the printed
object. The cross-section of the structure can be examined qualitatively to ensure the walls are uniform
and there’re no slumping or defects in the printed object (Faes et al., 2015; Wang and Shaw, 2005). Some
advance techniques such as scanning electron microscopy, confocal microscopy, or X-ray microcomputed tomography can be used to observe the microstructures of the printed objects (Dorj et al., 2012;
Gao et al., 2013; Vancauwenberghe et al., 2017a). For printing solid objects with high final density, the
line spacing and layer height should be approximately 80-85% of the nozzle diameter to ensure good
adhesion between adjacent lines and layers (Feilden et al., 2016).
The third method is focused on the texture of the printed object. Le Tohic and colleagues use texture
profile analysis to evaluate 3D printed processed cheese cylinders (Le Tohic et al., 2017). Vesco et al
(2009) use mixtures of xanthan gum and gelatin to simulate the texture of common food. The printed
object is ranked according to a mouthfeel matrix where one axis is weak – firm and the second axis is
smooth – granular (Vesco et al., 2009). Vancauwenberghe and colleagues (2017a) printed cookies with
honeycomb or kelvin structure and various degrees of infills. They attempt to manipulate texture of the
printed cookie as a function of porosity (Vancauwenberghe et al., 2017a)
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2.5.

Commercial and government sponsored food printing systems

A significant portion of the research conducted on 3D food printing is outside academia. Table 5 provides
an overview of the key participants in the field. There are many start-up companies that sprung from
successful crowdsourcing campaigns: Foodini, Bocusini, and Choc Edge. Most of the information on
their printer comes from blog posts and company newsletters that are purposely vague to protect
proprietary information. Natural Machines Inc, the creator of Foodini, recently submitted a patent
application (US 2016/0135493 A1) for their printer which provides more information on their design (C.J. Kuo et al., 2016). However, the actual printer is not yet available for purchase to the public.
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Table 5 Commercial or government sponsored 3D food printing systems

Company/Project
Start-up companies
Choc Edge
BeeHex Inc.
VormVrij 3D

Print2Taste GmbH

Natural Machines Inc.
University Labs
Tangible Media Group
Creative Machines Lab

Description
Chocolate printing customized designs, personalized gifts;
Choc Creator v2 available for €4500
3D pizza printer in prototyping phase
Pneumatic extrusion system (Contractor et al., 2016)
Designed for clay but since expanded to include food paste (VormVrij 3D, 2016)
Maximum working pressure is 8
Full system €4500. Single extruders are sold from €795
Food printer for catering and professional chef use;
Sells pre-filled chocolate and marzipan, 8 refills (70 mL) for €38.80
Bocusini printer available for €3000
Food printer for professional and home use (C.-J. Kuo et al., 2016)
Pneumatic extrusion; multiple capsules with heating element
Foodini printer has limited initial run for $4000 USD
Transformative Appetite: MIT (G. Wang et al., 2016; W. Wang et al., 2017)
“4D printing” pasta with modular liquid printer xPrint
Digital food: Cornell University and Columbia University
Focus on developing personalized nutrition (Creative Machines Lab, 2017)

Estalibshed companies
Chocolate printer patent (Mantell et al., 2015)
Inkjet printing with temperature controlled platform
Chocolate printer patent (Zimmerman et al., 2015)
Stratasys Inc.
Extrusion with temperature controlled loop
Acquired The Sugar Lab (von Hasseln et al., 2014) and form Culinary division
3DSystems
Partner with Culinary Institute of America and Mélisse restaurant
Chefjet Pro; Powder bed with binder jetting
Government Projects and Research Groups
PERFORMANCE
EU funded project focused on 3D printing soft food for elderly (Kück, 2015)
US army research center
NSRDEC
Personalized nutrition for combat troops (Benson, 2014)
Australia research center
CSIRO
Investigating 3D printing food for dysphagia patients (Tyers, 2017)
National Additive Manufacturing Innovation Cluster, Singapore
NAMIC
In depth review articles on food printing technologies (Sun et al., 2017, 2015b)
Netherlands Organization for Applied Scientific Research
TNO
Extrusion, laser sintering, confectionary, personalized nutrition (Linden, 2015)
Restaurants
Haute cuisine recognized for molecular gastronomy (2004-2015)
Moto
Modified printer to create novel dishes
Pop-up restaurant
Food ink
3D printed food, utensil, and furniture (3DFP Ventures Ltd, 2017)
Haute cuisine
La Enoteca
Create “sea coral” dishes with 3D printer (Koenig, 2016)
Xerox Inc.
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Some well-established companies working in convential printing are stepping into the 3D food printing
market as well. Xerox Inc. and Stratasys Inc. both hold patents (US 9185923 B2, US 9215882 B2) on 3D
printing chocolate (Mantell et al., 2015; Zimmerman et al., 2015). Xerox’s design uses a temperature
controlled platform while Stratasys’s printer use internal temperature controlled loop, respectively.
Neither company has officially announced plans for commercial 3D food printer as of yet. In contrast,
3DSystems has a dedicated culinary division. 3DSystems have partnered with Culinary Institute of
America and several celebrity chefs. 3DSystems developed the ChefJet Pro which is a printer designed
for professional catering services instead of home use.
In addition to private investment, governmental organizations have shown interest in food printing.
NASA, NSRDEC, research centers in Singapore, Australia, as well as the Netherlands are all looking to
develop their own 3D food printing system.
3D printing food is appealing for NASA and NSRDEC for its ability to eliminate waste and replace meals
ready-to-eat (MRE). NASA is looking into long term manned space mission so they need a way to
provide food to the astronauts. The current MRE is not feasible due to limited shelf life (3-6 months) and
excessive waste generated from packaging (Contractor et al., 2016). 3D printing food could help
eliminate waste since it only prints what is needed. It can also extend shelf life when the raw ingredients
are stored as powder. Nutritional content can be customized to suit personal needs since the food will be
constructed from individual macronutrient components. The food preparation process can be automated to
save time. In addition, the cooking step can be integrated in the 3D printer since traditional cooking
techniques may not be suitable for given environment.
The army faces a similar issue since the amount of equipment carried out to the field is limited. Troops
deployed to remote areas rely mostly on MRE. 3D printing food could provide a variety of food using
only a few basic ingredients (Benson, 2014). It could allow for personalized nutrition based on activity
levels and can work in conjunction with wearable technology that monitors the user’s physiology and
nutritional requirements.
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3D printing food was the focus of the PERFORMANCE (development of personalised food using rapid
manufacturing for the nutrition of elderly consumers) project for its ability to manipulate food texture.
People with chewing and swallowing difficulties rely on modified texture food. Texture-modified food is
unappetizing as taste and aesthetic is often sacrificed in favor of safety and convenience. 3D printers can
reconstruct the purée into more appetizing shapes while still maintaining the texture that is safe to
swallow. The visual appeal of food contributes to the enjoyment of food. Furthermore, streamlining the
meal preparation process could allow for improved consistency and reduced variation of in-house
preparations. Finally, personalized food would be valuable to the elderly to suit their preference and
dietary needs.
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Chapter 3.

Materials and experimental methods

This chapter will provide information on the 3D printer and extruder used in this thesis. The 3D printing
experiments are discussed in section 3.3. In section 3.4, the G-code and the slicer settings are discussed in
the context of understanding 3D printer setting and modifying it for printing viscoelastic pastes.

3.1.

3D printing and extrusion system

A delta-style desktop 3D printer (Rostock Max V2, SeeMeCNC) and a stepper motor driven paste
extrusion system (Discov3ry, Structur3D Printing) were used for all printing experiments. An opensource slicer called MatterControl (MatterHackers) was used to prepare the files for printing.

Figure 6 Schematics of the extrusion system (left) and the desktop 3D printer (right)

The 3D printer is controlled by a RepRap Arduino-Mega compatible motherboard (RAMbo) with the
Repetier firmware. It controls the temperature, speed, extrusion rates, and other 3D printer settings. It is a
delta-style printer where the nozzle is mounted on a base at the intersection of the arms of the three
carriages. The movement is controlled by the position of the three carriages relative to each other. The
extruder has a stepper motor that drives the gear which moves the threaded rod up or down. The rod
drives the plunger which pushes the content in the syringe out. 3D print files can be loaded from a
computer connected to the RAMbo. A 1.54 mm diameter polypropylene nozzle was used for all
experiments. The nozzle height was set to equal the nozzle diameter unless stated otherwise. All 3D
printing tests were conducted at room temperature.
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3.2.

G-code and slicer settings

After reviewing the hardware of the 3D printing system, this section will discuss the software components
specific to viscoelastic inks. Most available software is designed for solid plastic filaments as inks. The
speed at which filaments are fed into the hot end can be easily controlled by gears. On the other hand,
extruding a viscoelastic ink requires modification. Slicer settings and machine commands (G-code) for
extrusion-based 3D printing will be examined in the next paragraphs.
The goal was to be able to control extrusion rate and speed independently. The slicer settings were first
investigated by changing individual settings in increments to observe their effects on the printing process
(Appendix A). Once the key settings were identified, the G-code was investigated in order to understand
how the slicer settings were involved. It is important to understand how the slicer generates G-code as
well as how the G-code commands are interpreted by the 3D printer and the extruder.
The G-code has the following format: G1 X(x1) Y(y1) Z(z1) E(e) F(f). The first element instructs the
printer on the type of action to take. For example, G1 is a command for printing and G28 moves all the
axes to the home position (RepRapWiki, 2017). The X, Y, and Z fields determine the nozzle position. The
E field represents the length of filament extruded (e) and the F field represents the filament extrusion
speed (f). The values of e and f are in units of mm and mm/min, respectively.
In general, G-code files are generated by slicers. The slicer takes a 3D model and converts it to printing
paths. The f value is generated by the slicer based on print speed which is a user input. The e value is also
generated by the slicer based on multiple user inputs including nozzle diameter, filament diameter, layer
height, and extrusion multiplier (Equation 3-1).
𝑒=

(𝐷𝑛𝑜𝑧𝑧𝑙𝑒 )2
2

(𝐷𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 )

×

𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑒𝑟 ℎ𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡
× 𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑡𝑖𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑒𝑟 × 𝑡𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑝𝑎𝑡ℎ × 1.273 Equation 3-1
𝐷𝑛𝑜𝑧𝑧𝑙𝑒

In Equation 3-1 the constant 1.273 is a multiplier inherent to the MatterControl slicer since when printing
thermoplastics a thicker line will help with layer adhesions.
The nozzle speed (v, mm/s) is calculated by dividing the toolpath length (i.e. how far the nozzle needs to
travel) by the extrusion time (Equation 3-2).

𝑣=

𝑡𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑝𝑎𝑡ℎ √(𝑥1 − 𝑥0 )2 + (𝑦1 − 𝑦0 )2 + (𝑧1 − 𝑧0 )2
=
(𝑒/𝑓)
(𝑒⁄𝑓 )

Equation 3-2

The toolpath is the distance the nozzle needs to travel to move from its current position (x0, y0, z0) to the
new coordinate (x1, y1, z1). The duration of extrusion in minutes can be calculated from e and f values.
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The volumetric extrusion rate (Q, mm3/s) calculation, on the other hand, is more complicated since it
involves understanding the extruder mechanisms. For a stepper motor driven piston-based extruder the
extrusion rate is controlled by the rotational speed of the stepper motor. Figure 7 shows the different
components of the motor moving the threaded rod in the extruder and how they interact with each other.

Threaded
Rod
Stepper
Motor

Gears

Figure 7 Diagram of the extruder showing the stepper motor, gear box, and threaded rod. The stepper motor drives
the two gears which in turn move the rod in the vertical direction which pushed the piston of the extruder.

As shown in Figure 7, the stepper motor is the main driving force of the piston in the extruder. The motor
rotational speed can be calculated as follows:
𝑚𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑟 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑 =

𝑓 × 𝑒-𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑝
𝑚𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑟 𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑝𝑠 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑟𝑒𝑣

Equation 3-3

Where f is the print speed (mm/min), e-step is a setting in the printer’s temporary electronic memory
(EEPROM) that is related to the extruder (steps/mm), and the motor step per revolution is specific to the
model of stepper motor. For the stepper motor in this work, it moves 1.8 degree per full step and has a
reduction ratio of 1:100. The stepper motor step per revolution is calculated to be

360°
1.8°
⁄(𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑝
𝑟𝑒𝑣

1

× 100) =

20000 𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑝𝑠/𝑟𝑒𝑣.
The motor speed (RPM) is calculated from the f and e-steps value, both are user inputs to the slicer. Note
that the motor speed is for the smaller gear directly attached to the stepper motor out of the two
interconnected gears shown in Figure 7.
The predicted volumetric extrusion rate (Q Predicted) is estimated from the stepper motor, speed of the lead
screw, and the size of the syringe as listed in Table 6.
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Table 6 Extruder characteristics

Stepper motor (steps/rev)

20000

Gear reduction ratio

1:5

Lead screw travel speed (mm/rev)

1/6

Syringe internal diameter (mm)

30

The volumetric flow rate is caused by the threaded rod pushing the piston upwards as the stepper motor
rotates. The speed of the piston multiplied by the internal cross-sectional area of the syringe gives the
volume of the ink extruded. The predicted volumetric extrusion rate is calculated as:
𝑄𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 = 𝑓 × 𝑒-𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑝 × 1

1⁄6 𝑚𝑚⁄𝑟𝑒𝑣
1 𝜋
𝑚𝑖𝑛
× × (30 𝑚𝑚)2 ×
⁄
20000 𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑝𝑠 𝑟𝑒𝑣 5 4
60 𝑠

Equation 3-4

Equation 3-2 and Equation 3-4 both contain f which means that changing the print speed would affect
both v and Q. In order to independently vary v and Q, the print speed should be constant (e.g. 600
mm/min). The extrusion multiplier is used to change v and the e-step (listed as “extruder steps per mm” in
EEPROM) is manipulated to achieve different Q.
Table 7 summarizes the predicted volumetric extrusion rate based according to Equation 3-4 which
assumes that there is no load and no friction. The experimental extrusion rate might be lower since during
printing there is friction along the walls of the syringe as well as resistance from the viscoelastic ink.
Extrusion experiments (section 3.3.1) were conducted to measure the actual extrusion rates as well as
extrusion lag time.
Table 7 Predicted Q (Equation 3-4) at different stepper motor speeds (Equation 3-3) for f = 600 mm/min

e-step (steps per mm)

Motor Speed (RPM) Q Predicted (mm3/s)

533

16

6.3

800

24

9.4

1067

32

12.6

1333

40

15.7

1600

48

18.8
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3.3.

Printing tests and image analysis

3.3.1. Extrusion test
The purpose of the extrusion tests was to measure the experimental and steady state extrusion rate and the
time required to reach steady state. Since the inks were viscoelastic, time was required for sufficient
pressure to build up to push the ink out of the syringe.
The mass of ink exiting the nozzle was recorded over a period of 10 minutes at different stepper motor
speeds to investigate changes in extrusion rate over time. The data were fitted to a Weibull distribution
function (Equation 3-5). This form of equation is frequently used to model systems that approach steady
state over time such as fungal microbial growth (Peleg and Normand, 2013). This model was recently
used to represent the changes in height of a stack during the 3D printing of fruit-based snacks (Derossi et
al., 2017).
𝑀(𝑡) = 𝑀∞ [1 – 𝑒𝑥𝑝(−𝑘𝑡 𝑛 )]

Equation 3-5

M(t) is the extrusion rate at time t and it is measured as mass collected per minute (g/min). M∞ is the
extrusion rate at the plateau (g/min). Initially at t = 0 the stepper motor is not turning so no ink is extruded:
M(0) = 0. After sufficient time, M(t) approaches the plateau value: M(∞) = 𝑀∞ . The constants k (s-1) and
n (dimensionless) represent steepness and span of the curve (Peleg and Normand, 2013).

𝑡𝑙𝑎𝑔

ln 0.1 1⁄𝑛
=(
)
−𝑘

Equation 3-6

The extrusion lag time (tlag) was calculated as the time required for reaching 90% of 𝑀∞ . Equation 3-5
was rearranged to obtain Equation 3-6.
3.3.2. Line printing test
Line printing experiments were conducted to assess the quality of the printed objects. Three different
situations could be expected (Figure 8). First, over-extrusion if the line thickness is much larger than the
nozzle diameter. The object would be bloated and the finer details of the design would be lost. The nozzle
would also flatten the line and drag through previously printed areas. Second, under-extrusion if there is
no continuous line. The printed line is broken because the nozzle is moving too fast and not enough ink is
extruded. In addition, minor under-extrusion can occur if the line thickness is slightly smaller than the
nozzle diameter. There may be a continuous line but the line is stretched and dragged, rounding out any
sharp angle in the design. Third situation if the printed line width is equal or slightly larger than the
nozzle diameter. The third situation is desired since slightly thicker line help with adhesion between
printed layers.
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Side-view

Front-view

Over-extrusion

Under-extrusion

Desired

Figure 8 Side-view and front-view of the nozzle and ink for over-extrusion, under-extrusion, and desired extrusion.

Line printing tests were performed at 5 nozzle speeds (2, 4, 6, 8, 10 mm/s) and 5 motor speeds (16, 24, 32,
40, 48 RPM) which provided different predicted volumetric extrusion rates according to Equation 3-3 and
3-4. The lines were photographed and image analysis software ImageJ (National Institutes of Health) was
used to estimate the diameters of the printed line.
The diameter of the printed line is controlled by the nozzle speed and the extrusion rate. The line diameter
can be predicted using volume conservation and assuming elliptical cross-sectional area of the line
(Equation 3-7).
𝑄
𝜋𝑎𝑏
=𝐴=
𝑣
4

Equation 3-7

Where Q is the experimental steady state volumetric extrusion rate (mm3/s), v is the nozzle speed (mm/s)
(Equation 3-2), and a and b are the width and height of an elliptical cross-section (mm), respectively.
4 𝑄
a=√ √
𝜋𝑐 𝑣

Equation 3-8

Equation 3-7 is rearranged to estimate the line width as function of Q and v (Equation 3-8), here c is the
aspect ratio defined as height over width (c = b/a). If the cross-section is a circle then c =1, but if there is
horizontal spreading of the line, c <1. Linear regression was performed in python to determine the value
of c for each type of ink.
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3.3.3. Cylinder printing test
The previous two sections provided information on the print settings for accurate prints. A cylinder was
selected to assess the effects of ink rheology and infill levels on maximum build height. Infill level is a
fraction of the interior to be filled with material when printed. Cylinders 20 mm in diameter and 40 mm in
height at 0, 25, and 50% infill were printed using starch and XG pastes (Figure 9). Video of the cylinder
printing process was captured with a digital camera. A snapshot was taken before the cylinder collapsed
and the height at that point was deemed the maximum build height. All snapshots were analyzed with
ImageJ.
Infill level (%) Top-down view of cylinder
0

25

50

Figure 9 Top-down view of cylinders at 0, 25, and 50% infill using line pattern

3.3.4. Image analysis
Image analysis was used for capturing the shape of the printed line of cylinder. Compared to
measurement with a caliper, image analysis doesn’t involve direct contact with the printed object so the
structure is not affected. Blue food coloring (McCormick Canada) was added to the ink as needed to
enhance the contrast between the object and the background. For line printing, the image was taken top
down since only one layer was printed. For cylinder printing, the image was taken sideways allowing for
the observation of the adhesion between layers.
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For line printing, the scale of the image was first set with a ruler. Afterwards, a threshold was obtained by
adjusting hue, saturation, or brightness cut-off so only printed lines were selected (Figure 10). For when
using blue food coloring, the hue > 85 threshold cut-off was selected. For carrot purée, the saturation >
100 cut-off was selected.

Figure 10 Examples of threshold settings where the darker portion of the image is selected. Hue/ Saturation/
Brightness thresholds were manipulated to exclude the background.

Figure 11 Examples of image analysis. The two 1 mm wide rectangles measure the width of the printed lines (left)
and the line drawn down the center of the cylinder measures the height of the printed cylinder (right).

The image was then converted to binary format for measurement. For line printing, rectangles (box) with
width of 1 mm were used and the area was taken as printed line width. Two measurements were taken per
line towards the center (about 20 mm from the edges) where the line was more uniform (Figure 11). For
cylinder printing, the scale was set the same way. The build height was measured directly by drawing a
line down the center of the object (about 10 mm from the edges) (Figure 11).
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3.4.

Data Analysis

Parameter estimation for equation 3-5 and 3-8 was done with Python with its scientific computation
library Scipy (Jones et al., 2001). Extrusion rate and line width data were fitted to their respective
equations (Equation 3-5, Equation 3-8). The parameters of each equation were obtained by minimizing
sum of squared error. The standard deviation errors of the parameters were calculated from the square
roots of the diagonal of the covariance matrix. Third-order piecewise polynomial fit was used for analysis
of oscillatory rheology data for shear stress ramp.
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Chapter 4.

Rheological characterization of 3D printable pastes

This chapter addresses the second object, identifying the rheological characteristics of foods as potential
criteria for the development of ink formulation suitable for extrusion-based 3D printing. Modified corn
starch and xanthan gum were selected as model ink. Rheological characteristics investigated included
storage modulus, loss modulus, complex modulus, loss tangent and yield stress. I would like to state the
contributions of Madhu Sharma for collecting the rheological experimental data presented in this chapter.
This chapter was written as a manuscript intended for submission to publication in the Journal of Food
Engineering.

4.1.

Introduction

Currently, food inks suitable for extrusion-based 3D printing are formulated by trial and error which is
time consuming and may not generate an optimal ink formulation. Physical properties may have the
ability to provide a framework for the formulation of food inks that could reduce the time requirements
and may lead to improved food ink formulation.
In this study, we have investigated the rheological characteristics of foods as potential criteria for the
development of formulation suitable for extrusion-based 3D printing. Two hydrocolloids, modified corn
starch and xanthan gum, were selected as model food ink. Rheological characteristics investigated
included storage modulus, loss modulus, complex modulus, loss tangent and yield stress. Attention was
also given to the estimation and mathematical representation of these characteristics. The framework of
rheological characteristics established for the two model hydrocolloids was then used to analyze
published rheological characteristics of foods and assess their potential suitability as food inks for
extrusion-based 3D printing. The potential of using rheological characteristics and their relationship to the
texture sensory attribute for general types of foods and for the special food class, texture modified food
for dysphagia management, was examined in the context of developing formulation for food inks suitable
for extrusion-based 3D printing.
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4.2.

Materials and methods

4.2.1. Sample preparation
Modified corn starch (MS) (Uni-Pure® D2560, Ingredion) and xanthan gum (XG) (Duinkerken Foods,
Canada) were mixed with deionized water with a spoon to form pastes. The mixture was blended with a
food processor (BlenderPro) for 2 min. Three concentrations of modified starch pastes (10, 15, 20% w/w)
and xanthan gum pastes (5, 7.5, 10% w/w) were prepared. The concentration ranges were selected so the
paste can both hold its shape after deposition and be extruded. All samples were stored at 4 °C and
warmed up to room temperature prior to 3D printing.
4.2.2. Oscillatory rheology
Viscoelasticity of the hydrocolloid pastes were analyzed with Paar Physica MCR-301 rheometer (Anton
Paar GmbH, Germany). Parallel plates with a diameter of 50 mm and gap distance of 2 mm were used.
Linear viscoelastic region (LVR) was determined by amplitude sweeps conducted at frequency of 1 Hz
and strain from 0.1-100%. Frequency sweep was performed at 0.4% strain from 0.1-100 Hz. Shear stress
ramp test was performed from 1 to 1000 Pa at frequency of 1 Hz to determine the yield stress. The
dependency of the storage modulus (G’), loss modulus (G”), complex modulus (G*), and loss tangent (tan
δ = G”/G’) on strain, frequency, or stress was analyzed (Section 4.2.3). Analysis was conducted in
triplicates at 25 °C.
4.2.3. Analysis of rheology data
The rheology data was analyzed with Python with its scientific computation library Scipy (Jones et al.,
2001). Cubic spline functions were used to fit G’ or G” and to determine the point where G’ started to
deviate from the LVR.
Two types of mathematical representation were used to analyze the frequency sweep data. The first
representation is the power law relationship (Equation 4-1& Equation 4-2) (Steffe, 1996) . The parameters
K’ and K” represent the modulus value at 1 Hz while n’ and n” reflects the modulus dependency on
frequency.
𝐺 ′ = 𝐾′𝜔𝑛′

Equation 4-1

𝐺" = 𝐾"𝜔𝑛"

Equation 4-2

The weak gel model (Equation 4-3) was used to relate G* to frequency. The parameter Af can be
interpreted as the strength of interaction between rheological units (drops, fibres, micelles, etc.) whereas z
is the number of rheological units interacting with one another (Gabriele et al., 2001).
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𝐺 ∗ = √𝐺 ′2 + 𝐺"2 = 𝐴𝑓 𝜔 1⁄𝑧

Equation 4-3

All model parameters were estimated with the non-linear least squares method in Python.

4.3.

Results

4.3.1. Strain sweep
The purpose of the strain sweep was to determine the linear viscoelastic region (LVR). At low strain, the
storage modulus (G’) and the loss modulus (G”) for xanthan gum (XG) and modified starch (MS) paste
were constant and parallel according to concentration and G’ > G” for all cases (Figure 12). As strain
increased, G’ started to decrease. The critical strain (γc) is defined at the point where G’ shows 5%
reduction from its LVR value (Moelants et al., 2013). Strong gels have higher γc than weak gels (Steffe,
1996).

(A)

(B)

Figure 12 Amplitude sweep of (A) xanthan gum (XG) and (B) modified starch (MS). Each point represents the
average of 3 measurements with standard deviation represented as error bars
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For XG pastes, γc decreased with increasing concentration while the opposite was observed for MS pastes
(Table 8). At strain higher than γc, G’ decreased while G” increased slightly followed by decrease. This
behavior is described as weak strain overshoot (Hyun et al., 2002). The behavior may be explained by XG
structure. It was proposed that the charged side groups on XG results in their repulsion and the extension
of the long backbone (Sworn, 2009). The long XG chains may entangle and form weakly structured
material at low strain which result in initial increase in G”. At high strain, the temporary structure of XG
is destroyed and both modulus start to decrease (Carmona et al., 2014; Song et al., 2006).
Table 8 Critical strain (γc) for XG and MS pastes at different concentrations. Values reported as average ± standard
deviation (N = 3)

Material

γc (%)

5% XG

13.5 ± 0.8

7.5% XG

11.8 ± 0.6

10% XG

8.4 ± 1.3

10% MS

2.1 ± 0.3

15% MS

5.4 ± 1.3

20% MS

8.0 ± 2.8

4.3.2. Frequency sweep
Frequency sweep studies provided information on the response of the materials to different time-scale of
operation. For food studies, the typical frequency range is between 0.1 to 100 Hz which corresponds
roughly to the time-scale of industrial processes such as mixing or pumping (Gabriele et al., 2001; Norton
et al., 2011).
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(A)

(B)

Figure 13 Frequency sweep of (A) XG and (B) MS. Each point represents the average of 3 measurements with
standard deviation represented as error bars

Frequency sweep of XG and MS pastes showed G’ > G” for the entire frequency interval tested (Figure
13). No cross-over between G’ and G” was observed. XG pastes showed more distinct differences in G’
and G” according to concentration. In contrast, MS pastes had similar G’ and G” for all concentrations
investigated.
The effect of frequency on the modulus was analyzed with the power law and the weak gel model. The
models were chosen because of their simplicity and the availability of published data. Alternative
methods such as the fractional derivative model (Song et al., 2006) or the generalized Maxwell equations
(Meza et al., 2011) were not considered because of the large number of parameters and the limited
published data.
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The simplicity of the power law model made it easy to interpret the physical meaning of parameters. The
constant K was related to the network strength within the LVR and the exponent n was related to modulus’
frequency dependency (Table 9). For a perfectly crosslinked gel, n is 0 while for a physical gel with weak
interactions, such as hydrogen bonds, n is a small positive number (Norton et al., 2011; Tunick, 2011).
Table 9 G’ and G” fitted to Equation 4-1 & 4-2. Fitted parameters are reported as average ± one standard deviation
errors on the parameters (N = 3)

G” (Pa)

G' (Pa)
Material

K’ (Pa sn’)

n’

K” (Pa sn”)

n”

5% XG

319 ± 0.17

0.09 ± 0.0004

49 ± 1.37

0.18 ± 0.02

7.5% XG

614 ± 0.32

0.08 ± 0.0004

82 ± 1.79

0.13 ± 0.01

10% XG

1186 ± 1.59

0.08 ± 0.0008

148 ± 3.58

0.13 ± 0.01

10% MS

795 ± 2.05

0.072 ± 0.002

96 ± 1.04

0.175 ± 0.005

15% MS

1060 ± 4.72

0.075 ± 0.003

125 ± 1.76

0.190 ± 0.009

20% MS

920 ± 3.23

0.07 ± 0.002

113 ± 1.42

0.212 ± 0.008

For XG, the power law model provided a fit with R2 > 0.998 for G’ and R2 = 0.85-0.92 for G”. The lower
R2 for G” reflected the slight concave shape of the curve which indicated greater variation in G” at high
frequency as previously observed for thickened salad dressings (Dolz et al., 2006). Both K’ and K”
increased with increasing concentration. For MS, the power law model provided a fit of R2 > 0.97 for
both G’ and G”. An unusual behavior was observed with higher K’ and K’’ for the 15% MS compared to
the 20% MS. The estimated n’ for XG and MS were relatively small (0.07-0.09) which indicates that G’
did not vary significantly with frequency. On the other hand, the estimated n” was higher (0.1-0.2) which
indicate that G” has higher frequency dependence.
The weak gel model (Equation 4-3), which represented food materials as network of aggregates
connected by weak strands that may be broken upon deformation (Gabriele et al., 2001), provided
information on the gel structure and texture attributes of foods. The model parameters, Af and z, have
been interpreted as the network strength and the degree of interaction, respectively (Gabriele et al., 2001).
The z parameter can also be interpreted as the degree of viscoelasticity since it described the frequency
dependency of G* (Murekatete et al., 2014). For gels exhibiting ideal elastic behavior, the exponent
would equal zero so larger z values indicated that the material was more elastic than viscous.
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Table 10 G* for XG and MS pastes fitted to Equation 4-3. Fitted parameters are reported as average ± one standard
deviation error (N = 3)

Material

Af (Pa s1/z)

z

5% XG

323 ± 0.69

11 ± 0.18

7.5% XG

620 ± 0.38

12 ± 0.06

10% XG

1194 ± 3.15 13 ± 0.20

10% MS

801 ± 2.42

15% MS

1069 ± 5.13 13 ± 0.45

20% MS

928 ± 3.44

14 ± 0.32

14 ± 0.44

The weak gel model provided a good fit for both XG and MS pastes (R2 > 0.99) (Table 10). Since G* was
considered in the weak gel model, the number of parameters was reduced to two compared to the four
parameters of the power law model. For XG pastes, both Af and z increased with increasing concentration.
The higher concentration of XG was creating stronger gel network that was more elastic. For MS pastes,
Af was similar for all concentrations and z was higher than XG pastes which indicates a more elastic
network for MS compared to XG.
4.3.3. Yield stress determination
The yield stress, defined as the point where the internal structure of the material starts to break down
(Steffe, 1996), can be used to assess the suitability of food inks for extrusion-based 3D printing where the
yield stress should be low enough so that the ink can be extruded but not too low that once extruded, the
ink will spread under its own weight.
There does not seem to be consensus on the method for the estimation of the yield stress from stress ramp
measurements. The yield stress point has been considered as the point where G’ starts to deviate from its
LVR value since it represents the onset of non-linearity. Alternatively, the yield stress point has been
considered as the point where G’ and G” intersected since it represented solid-liquid transition (Shih et al.,
2004). With this in mind, we elected to compare two methods recently proposed in the literature for the
estimation of the yield stress and compared the estimated yield stress. Method one uses the intercept of
two straight lines fitted to the log-log plot of G* vs stress. The first line is fitted to values within the LVR
and the second line is fitted to G* beyond the LVR (De Graef et al., 2011). In method two, a plot of
oscillatory strain vs stress was used. The strain-stress curve is linear at low stress since the response is
predominantly elastic. The point where the curve starts to deviate from linearity is determined as the yield
stress (Cyriac et al., 2015). We also report the onset of nonlinearity identified as the yield point and
calculated as the point where G’ deviated 10% from its LVR value (Sharma et al., 2017) and the
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intersection point identified as the flow point. These estimates were illustrated in Figure 14 and presented
in Table 9.

(A)

(B)

Figure 14 Shear stress ramp for (A) XG and (B) MS pastes and methods of identifying yield stress. Each point
represents average yield stress of 3 measurements with standard deviation represented by horizontal error bars.

Within the LVR, both G’ and G” were relatively constant with G’ > G” for all samples which indicated a
predominantly elastic response (Figure 14). For all XG pastes, G” had a slight increase before its
intersection with G’. For MS pastes, strain overshoot was observed at 15% and 20%.
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Table 11 Shear stress ramp analysis of XG and MS pastes

G’LVR (Pa)

G” LVR (Pa)

130 ± 4

283 ± 17

47 ± 9

104 ± 1

181 ± 8

572 ± 29

80 ± 9

169 ± 11

178 ± 7

342 ± 34

1350 ± 146

175 ± 28

284 ± 4

141 ± 8

29 ± 4

377 ± 7

755 ± 7

82 ± 4

15% MS

526 ± 39

446 ± 63

87 ± 36

841 ± 137

899 ± 119

138 ± 31

20% MS

735 ±46

730 ± 116

150 ± 47

N/A

925 ± 102

140 ± 21

Material

Yield Stress

Yield Stress

Yield point

Flow Point

Method 1 (Pa)

Method 2 (Pa)

(Pa)

(Pa)

5% XG

122 ± 0.3

62 ± 4

55 ± 3

7.5% XG

158 ± 8

78 ± 13

10% XG

264 ± 12

10% MS

For XG pastes, the yield stress estimated by method 1 was similar to the flow point and while yield stress
estimated by method 2 was similar to the yield point. For MS, the yield stress estimated by method 1 and
2 were within the yield point and flow point. The yield stress estimates were higher than the yield point
for all samples and lower than the flow point for the 10% and 15% MS pastes. Note that the flow point
for 20% MS was above 1000 Pa as crossover was not observed within the range tested.
The estimation of the yield stress from the yield point and the flow points is the most straightforward
method; however, it may not be the most accurate. Simply using a set percent deviation from LVR may
underestimate the yield stress as observed for the MS pastes. When G’ and G” crossover, the material
may already be flowing such that the yield stress may be overestimated.
The effect of concentration on the yield stress estimates was similar for both methods. The yield stress
increased with increasing concentration. In contrast, the magnitude of the yield stress estimate was higher
for method 1 compared to method 2 except the 20% MS paste. Both methods attempt to locate the onset
of structural breakdown. Method 1 consists of a visual approach based on tangents in a log-log graph of
G* vs shear stress. This method can locate the point where G’ start to decrease rapidly; however, it is not
the most robust since the slope of the lines is sensitive to the number of data points selected. The number
of data points for the linear and non-linear region is at the researcher’s discretion. In contrast, method 2
determines the number of data points for the initial linear portion by removing points until R2 > 0.99 and
the whole data set is fitted to a cubic spline. Although more complicated to implement initially, the
iterative approach of method 2 is more rigorous. Therefore yield stress estimated using method 2 will be
used in the discussion.
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4.4.

Discussion

4.4.1. Rheology as constraints for design of 3D printable food inks
Rheology is critical for extrusion-based 3D printing in terms of operation and product quality. Yield
stress and tan δ are related to the paste’s ability to be extruded while G* is related to the paste’s stiffness
and its ability to hold its shape after 3D printed (Liu et al., 2017). In this study, rheological
characterization of XG and MS pastes show that a printable paste should have tan δ around 0.1 to 0.2,
yield stress between 60 to 730 Pa, and G* between 300 to 1200 Pa at 1 Hz. The rheology studies on XG
and MS pastes provided the upper and lower limit of a printable paste.
Other studies have used rheological properties to understand and predict texture, composition and
mechanical properties of foods. For example, a study on carrot purée show statistically significant (p ≤
0.01) correlation between its rheological parameters, tan δ and yield point, and sensory panel results such
as oily mouth-coating and adhesiveness (Sharma et al., 2017). Mathematical relationships have been
proposed to relate the rheological characteristics of foods to their composition. The G’ and yield stress
characteristics of carrot purée have been related to their pulp content with a power law relationship
(Moelants et al., 2013). The G’ and G” characteristics of potato foods have been related to the potato
flakes, butter, milk, and salt content by quadratic polynomial equations (Alvarez and Canet, 1999). In a
similar approach, Ağar and colleagues have related the texture (hardness, chewiness, gumminess, and
cohesiveness) for meat emulsions to the Af from the weak gel model (Ağar et al., 2016).
One can envision that predictive models could be used for the design of food inks suitable for 3D printing
by extrusion. The rheological characteristics can be constraints in the food ink formulation development
and optimization. One example is the optimization of flour blend in reduced fat burgers. Optimization
targets (color, texture, and juiciness) are specified and the flour blend is optimized with mixture
experiment approach (Shahiri Tabarestani and Mazaheri Tehrani, 2014).
4.4.2. Rheology of XG and MS paste and texture-modified food for dysphagia
Texture modified food for dysphagia management are differentiated based on their consistency. In the
context of the development of a classification system of food products that are suitable for 3D printing,
the dysphagia classification system provides a good starting point. The G* and tan δ of XG and MS
pastes were compared to the five dysphagia product classes: nectar, honey, pudding, purée, and pâté
(Figure 15).
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(A)

(B)

Figure 15 (A) Complex modulus (G*) and (B) loss tangent (tan δ) for XG and MS pastes compared to five classes of
dysphagia-oriented products. Data for different dysphagia classes obtained from (Casanovas et al., 2011)

The G* of the 5% and 7.5% XG is close to of the honey class. In contrast, the G* of the 10% XG is close
to the purée class at low frequency. G* of MS pastes was between the honey and purée classification. The
XG and MS pastes appear to be less frequency dependent compared to pudding, purée, and pâté classes
since G* remains relatively constant instead of increasing at high frequency.
XG and MS pastes have lower tan δ than any of the dysphagia product classes. For all XG pastes, a
minimum tan δ was observed around frequency of 0.5 Hz. The profile of the tan δ for the XG paste
indicates a stronger effect of the frequency similar to the honey and pudding classes. In contrast, tan δ for
MS pastes increases linearly similar to the pâté class.
The comparison of the rheological behavior of XG and MS pastes according to the dysphagia product
classes indicate that the pudding and purée type products could be produced by extrusion-based 3D
printing.
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4.4.3. Rheology of XG and MS paste and general types of foods
Due to its relative simplicity, the power law representation of the shear modulus according to frequency
(equations 4-1 and 4-2) is widely used in food texture studies. One has to keep in mind rheometer setup
and testing conditions may be have been used; nonetheless, it is still useful to compare approximate
ranges of the power law parameters. Note that parameter estimates are affected by the units of the
frequency. In this study hertz (hz, s-1) was used. When frequency is expressed as radian per second
(rad/s), K’ and K” estimates will be different by a factor of (2π)n while n’ and n” estimates will remain the
same. Data from other publications were converted to units consistent with this study.
Table 12 Parameters of the power law model for different food reported in the literature. Rheology measurement
conducted at 20 - 25 °C. Parameters not reported in paper are listed as N/A

G” (Pa)

G' (Pa)

References

Material

K’ (Pa sn’)

n’

K” (Pa sn”)

n”

XG paste

319-1186

0.08-0.09

49-148

0.13-0.18

MS paste

795-1060

0.07-0.075

96-125

0.17-0.21

Cocoa drink

1-4

0.2

N/A

N/A

Pudding

70-300

0.2

N/A

N/A

Fruit and sweet

200-400

0.05-0.07

30-70

0.17-0.27

potato purée
Rice pastes

This study

(Zargaraan et al., 2015)

(Ahmed and Ramaswamy,
2007a, 2006)

1100-2800

0.072-0.137

N/A

N/A

(Li et al., 2016)

Cocoa drink and Ferni have lower K’ and higher n’ compared to XG and pastes. Cocoa drink is
considered a thickened liquid and has much lower K’ compared to Ferni which is considered a type of
pudding. For both foods, n’ is around 0.2 (Zargaraan et al., 2015). The foods are likely not suitable for
extrusion-based 3D printing due to its low stiffness.
Sweet potato and fruit purées have power law parameters similar to 5% and 7.5% XG. Puréed fruit and
sweet potato infant food have K’ around 200-400 Pa sn’ and K” around 30-70 Pa sn” with n’ smaller than n”
(Ahmed and Ramaswamy, 2007a, 2006). Rice pastes have power law parameters similar to 10% XG and
15% MS. Depending on type of rice K’ range from 1100-2800 Pa sn’ and n’ range from 0.072- 0.137 (Li
et al., 2016). Rice with higher amylose content and longer amylopectin branches leads to higher K’ and
lower n’ (Li et al., 2016; Lu et al., 2009). In a 3D printing study, glutinous rice paste which has low
amylose content was too sticky to be extruded. On the other hand, rice powder from non-glutinous rice
has poor shape retention (Tanaka et al., 2015). The differences in 3D printability may be explained by K’
and n’.
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The weak gel model and its parameters (Equation 4-3) of food inks may be used to evaluate the suitability
for 3D food printing. The parameters Af and z of XG and S pastes and for foods are summarized in Table
13. The literature data was categorized into five different groups based on their average Af (Table 13). In
general, pudding has Af < 103, purée has Af from 103 - 2x103, soft gel has Af from 2x103 - 104, hard gel has
Af from 104 - 4x104, and dough has Af > 4x104. The parameters were obtained directly from the
publication or calculated from the reported G’ and G” using Equation 4-3.
Table 13 Parameters of the weak gel model for different food reported in the literature. Rheology measurement
conducted at 20 - 25 °C

Food Groups

Material

Af (Pa s1/z)

z

XG paste

320-1200

11-13

MS paste

800-1070

13-14

yoghurt

150

6.93

fruit jams

505-750

3.6-6

carrot purée

900-1200

11

Hydrocolloids

This study

Pudding

Purée

Reference

(Gabriele et al., 2001)
(Gabriele et al., 2001)
(Peressini et al., 2002)
(Moelants et al., 2013)
(Ahmed and Ramaswamy,

beef, chicken, lamb purée 970-2900

8.27-8.97

mayonnaise

900-2000

8.34-11.32 (Mancini et al., 2002)

mashed potatoes

2350-7450

5.1-6.1

(Alvarez et al., 2012)

salmon baby food

2800-6500

8.9-7

(Ramamoorthi et al., 2009)

tofu (salt-induced)

2300-3600

8.9-9.5

(Murekatete et al., 2014)

cheese and lemon cream

5520-6560

4.87-5.09

(Peressini et al., 2002)

alginate gel

1500-3700

25-50

(Moresi et al., 2004)

surimi gel

7900-22000

10.1-10.6

tofu (acid-induced)

13000-18000

7.6-7.7

(Murekatete et al., 2014)

pork liver pâtés

29000-41000

8-9

(Delgado-Pando et al., 2012)

pasta dough

46250

4.43

(Gabriele et al., 2001)

cereal-blend dough

97700

5.03

(Peressini et al., 2002)

maize dough

52500-106000 8.9-16.5

2007b)

Soft Gel

Hard Gel

Dough
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(Campo and Tovar, 2009,
2008)

(Moreira et al., 2015)

Looking at the values of Af and z, representing gel strength and the degree of viscoelasticity respectively,
one can assess the potential suitability of these foods for 3D printing extrusion applications.
The foods classified as pudding possess Af values within the lower range of XG and MS pastes and their z
is lower so it will likely end up spreading and are not 3D printable. The observation is consistent with a
recent study where chocolate jam and Greek yogurt are evaluated for 3D food printing with cylinder
printing experiment and show significant deformation even at the low height of 20 mm (Kim et al., 2017).
The foods classified as purée are characterized by Af and z similar to the 10% XG and 20% MS paste
suggesting that these foods could be suitable for 3D printing. Pumpkin, beet, and tuna purée have recently
been 3D printed although the printed object was fairly flat (~1 cm) (Kouzani et al., 2017). Additionally,
we have recently demonstrated that carrot purée can be 3D printed as cylinders with an extrusion system
in the lab (data not shown). Vegetable and meat food products are of particular interest since these
products are essential elements of a balanced diet. Puréed vegetable and meat products are likely
candidates when 3D food printing is to be used for regular “main-course” type meals as opposed to
desserts and cake decoration applications.
The foods classified as soft gel possess a wide range of Af and z values. Many of these foods have been
investigated in 3D food printing studies. Cheese cream, lemon cream, and mashed potatoes have the
lowest z. Compared to XG and MS pastes their Af is higher but z is lower. It is likely suitable for 3D
printing since the lower elasticity balances out with the high network strength. Mashed potato with added
potato starch was successfully 3D printed in a recent study (Liu et al., 2017). When fitted to the weak gel
model, the potato mixture with both good extrudability and shape retention has Af of 4300 Pa s1/z and z of
6 (Liu et al., 2017). The higher z range (7.6-9.5) foods include salmon-based baby food and salt-induced
tofu. The salmon-based baby food have similar z and higher Af compared to other meat-based baby food
(Ahmed and Ramaswamy, 2007b). Salt-induced tofu Af is almost a magnitude lower than that of acidinduced tofu (Murekatete et al., 2014). Soft gels are likely suitable for 3D printing since the lower
elasticity balances out with the high network strength. Tofu paste with methyl cellulose has been used to
3D print decorative coral reef like structures (Mizrahi et al., 2016).
The foods classified as hard gel have Af between 104 to 4x104 with the exception of alginate gel. Alginate
is classified as hard gel because it has high z value (25-50) and a reported low tan δ of 0.05 (Moresi et al.,
2004). Recent study on extrusion-based 3D printing indicate that gels with low tan δ may be harder to
extrude and produce broken lines due to poor fluidity (Liu et al., 2017; L. Wang et al., 2017). Surimi gel
was reported to have z value around 10 by Campo and Tovar (2008; 2009). In a recent study, surimi gels
with different levels of salt were shown to be suitable for creating 3D printed foods (L. Wang et al., 2017).
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Af was estimated from the published experimental data and Af for surimi gel with 1.5% salt (104 Pa s1/z) is
a magnitude lower than that with no added salt (105 Pa s1/z) (L. Wang et al., 2017). The gel strength, Af, of
surimi gel can be manipulated by changing starch and egg white protein levels (Campo and Tovar, 2009,
2008). Compared to XG and MS pastes, Af for surimi gel is much higher. In the 3D printing study of
surimi gel, a conveying screw extrusion mechanism was used (L. Wang et al., 2017) instead of a syringe
and plunger system. Study conducted by Wang and colleagues indicates that hard gels can be 3D printed
by extrusion when the system is adapted for these types of foods.
The foods classified as dough have Af around 4 x 104 Pa s1/z or higher, more than a magnitude higher
compared to XG and MS pastes. The high Af values are indicative of high gel strength and strong network
development which for such dough type material, extrusion with a syringe and plunger system could be
very difficult. Similar limitations were observed in a recent study with protein and fiber-rich pastes. The
protein paste with Af of 3.7x104 Pa s1/z could not be extruded even with a high pressure of 600 kPa and
wide syringe nozzle of 1.19 mm (Lille et al., 2017).
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4.5.

Conclusion

The rational development of 3D printable food inks requires knowledge of how composition, rheology,
and printability relate to each other. 3D printing studies establish the printability window by identifying
key parameters such as G*, yield stress, and their ranges. Print tests with xanthan gum (XG) and modified
starch (MS) pastes show that the printable paste have G* at 1 Hz from 300 to 1200 Pa and yield stress
from 60 to 730 Pa.
3D printable inks should be extrudable and maintain their shapes. Foods can be compared based on their
network strength and degree of viscoelasticity. XG and MS pastes were used as reference due to their
simple composition. Compared to the classification of dysphagia foods, XG and MS pastes have G*
between the honey and pudding class but have tan δ smaller than pâté class. The pastes are very elastic
but not as stiff.
The parameters (Af and z) weak gel model for a wide range of food texture studies were compared. The Af
values was used to classify foods in five groups (pudding, purée, soft gel, hard gel, and dough). XG and
MS pastes are similar to purée group in terms of network strength but are more elastic.
The overall network strength and degree of viscoelasticity balance each other when it comes to 3D
printability. Soft pastes that are highly elastic (e.g. XG and MS pastes) and stiff pastes that flow easily
(e.g. carrot purée, mashed potato) could be 3D printed. It only works up to a certain degree since cookie
or pasta dough with low z but high Af (> 4 x 104 Pa) cannot be 3D printed without the use of a more
powerful extruder.
The next steps in developing predictive models for formulating 3D printable recipes would involve
relating the rheological parameters to food composition. Furthermore, composition can be related to
nutritional content as well as sensory properties.
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Chapter 5.

3D printing of hydrocolloids and texture modified food

This chapter addresses the third objective of my work, determining suitable 3D printer settings for good
print object quality. Printing experiments included extrusion tests as well as line and cylinder printing
experiments. The experiments determine appropriate printer settings including extrusion lag time,
extrusion rate, nozzle speed, layer height, and infill level for the ink type. I would like to state the
contributions of Madhu Sharma for conducting the rheological experiments presented in this chapter. This
chapter was written as a manuscript intended for submission to publication in the Journal of Food
Engineering.

5.1.

Introduction

3D printing has the potential to transform the landscape of the manufacturing industry. This technology
could provide on-demand low volume products and a great degree of customization. Instead of using
molds and dies, objects with complex geometry can be fabricated by a 3D printer in a layer-by-layer
fashion. Furthermore, the object can be directly generated from a computer created design. In terms of
foods, 3D printing offers the ability to achieve personalized nutrition and customizable design (Sun et al.,
2015a).
Food can be 3D printed either by fusing loose powders such as spice and sugar with a binder or through
extrusion deposition (Sun et al., 2015a). Extrusion-based 3D printing is more versatile and can handle a
wide variety of food. They range from confectionary items such as chocolate (Hao et al., 2010; Lanaro et
al., 2017) and cookies (Vancauwenberghe et al., 2017a) to foods such as rice (Tanaka et al., 2015),
mashed potato (Liu et al., 2017), turkey and scallop purée (Lipton et al., 2010), fish gel (L. Wang et al.,
2017) to novelty foods like insect flour (Severini and Derossi, 2016; Soares and Forkes, 2014) and selffolding pasta (W. Wang et al., 2017). These types of food products are suitable because they can be
extruded and can maintain their shapes after deposition.
Approaches to characterizing the quality of the printed object have relied predominantly on visual
observation of the printed object with simple geometry such as a cube, pyramid, or lattice. A few methods
have been proposed for quantifying the quality of the object of such as line diameters for given printer
settings (Hao et al., 2010; Lanaro et al., 2017; L. Wang et al., 2017). Ouyang et al (2016) proposed a
method based on image analysis of the pore shapes in a lattice design of alginate and gelatin inks where
the circularity of the pore would reflect spreading. A gel that spreads more would have circular pore as
opposed to a gel with less spreading which would possess square pores (Ouyang et al., 2016).
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When considering food products for personalized nutrition and 3D printing extrusion deposition
operations, textured foods products such as those foods for people with chewing or swallowing
difficulties have attracted attention. This application, which consists in shaping puréed foods with defined
texture attributes, has been discussed in several recent reviews (Aguilera and Park, 2016; Lipton, 2017;
Sun et al., 2017; Tian et al., 2016). The use of 3D printing for improving the aesthetics of puréed foods
was recently addressed for pumpkin, beet, and fish purée foods (Kouzani et al., 2017). The ability to
produce a broad variety of personalised meals and food products for the elderly using 3D printing
technology was the focus of the EU funded PERFORMANCE project (Kück, 2015).
Most studies on 3D printing extrusion deposition are trial and error experimentation with different types
of food inks and recipes. This trial-and-error approach does not transfer easily to new ink formulations or
different types of inks where additional testing would be required. There is need to develop a method that
possesses predictability power to assist with development of ink formulation. Such method could be
developed from the rheological properties of the food ink. Hydrocolloids can be used to simulate a range
of food textures. Different ratios of xanthan gum and gelatin are used to create cubes with different
texture and mouthfeel (Vesco et al., 2009). Recent studies have used pectin (Vancauwenberghe et al.,
2017b) and methyl cellulose (Kim et al., 2017) to study 3D printing extrusion system and the
microstructure, texture, and dimensional stability of the printed object.
This study aims to determine the range of rheological parameters for an ink and 3D printer settings for
achieving suitable object geometry. Modified starch (MS) and xanthan gum (XG) were used to create inks
with different consistency and study relationships between ink rheology and 3D printer settings. Selected
XG and MS pastes also served as reference for evaluating the 3D printing of modified carrot purée as ink.

5.2.

Material and methods

5.2.1. Materials and paste preparation
Modified corn starch (MS) (Uni-Pure® D2560, Ingredion) and xanthan gum (XG) (Duinkerken Foods,
Canada) and deionized water were first mixed with a spoon. Once a paste was formed, blue food coloring
(McCormick Canada) was added and the mixture was blended with a food processor (BlenderPro) for 2
min. Three concentrations of MS (10, 15, 20% w/w) and XG (5, 7.5, 10% w/w) were prepared. The
concentration were selected so the paste could be extruded and hold its shape after deposition.
Carrots were purchased from local supermarket (Waterloo, Ontario) and prepared according to methods
described in (Sharma et al., 2017). Briefly summarized, carrots were cubed and cooked in a food steamer
before being puréed in a food processor with modified starch or xanthan gum. Unmodified carrot purée,
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purée with 2% w/w MS, and purée with 1.2% w/w XG were prepared. The XG and MS concentrations
were selected from study by (Sharma et al., 2017). All samples were stored at 4 °C and warmed up to
room temperature prior to 3D printing.
5.2.2. Rheology measurement
Viscoelasticity of the modified starch and xanthan gum pastes were obtained with Paar Physica MCR-301
rheometer (Anton Paar GmbH, Germany) operated at 25 °C. Parallel plates with a diameter of 50 mm and
gap distance of 2 mm were used. Shear stress ramp was conducted from 1 to 1000 Pa at frequency of 1 Hz
to determine the yield stress. The yield stresses of the pastes was estimated using a method recently
proposed in literature (Cyriac et al., 2015). Briefly, oscillatory strain was plotted against shear stress and
the point where the curve starts to deviate from linearity was determined as the yield stress. Each analysis
was conducted in triplicates.
5.2.3. Food texture
The food texture measurements were based on the methods describes in the International Dysphagia Diet
Standardisation Initiative (IDDSI) (Cichero et al., 2017). The IDDSI framework group thickened liquids
and texture-modified food into levels from 0 to 7 according to consistency and texture. Specifically, level
4 (puréed/extremely thick) and 5 (minced and moist) are of interest for 3D printing applications since
these classes are described as food that can be layered, molded, or shaped.
The texture measurements were conducted with fork and spoon. A standard stainless steel dinner fork
with four prongs and 4 mm gaps was used for the fork drip test. One tablespoon (approximately 15 mL)
of sample was placed on top of the fork. For the spoon tilt test a standard stainless steel dinner spoon was
used. After placing the sample on the spoon, the spoon was turned sideways and lightly tapped.
Photographs were taken and the results were compared visually with focus on shape retention, dripping
through fork prongs, and amount of residue left the on the tilted spoon.
5.2.4. 3D printing
5.2.4.1.

3D Printer and extruder

A desktop 3D printer (Rostock Max V2, SeeMeCNC) and a stepper motor driven paste extruder
(Discov3ry, Structur3D Printing) were used for all printing experiments. The printer was controlled by an
open-source slicer called MatterControl (MatterHackers). A syringe with a 1.54 mm polypropylene
diameter nozzle was used. The nozzle height was set to equal the nozzle diameter unless stated otherwise.
All experiments were conducted at constant stepper motor speed of 48 RPM. The nozzle speed was
adjusted for each test. All 3D printing tests were conducted at room temperature.
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5.2.4.2.

Extrusion test

The amount of material exiting the nozzle were recorded over a period of 10 minutes at 48 RPM stepper
motor speed to investigate changes in extrusion rate over time. The data were fitted to a Weibull
distribution function (Equation 5-1). While this equation has been traditionally used to model fungal
microbial growth (Peleg and Normand, 2013), it was recently used to model the changes in height of a 3D
printed object over time (Derossi et al., 2017).
𝑀(𝑡) = 𝑀∞ [1 – 𝑒𝑥𝑝(−𝑘𝑡 𝑛 )]

Equation 5-1

M(t) is the extrusion rate at time t and M∞ is the extrusion rate at the plateau (g/min). The constants k (s-1)
and n (dimensionless) provide a measure of the steepness and the width of the extrusion rate according to
time (Peleg and Normand, 2013).
The steady state extrusion rate was calculated from the plateau value. The extrusion lag time was
calculated as the time required for the extrusion rate to reach 90% of the steady state extrusion rate
according to Equation 5-2.

𝑡𝑙𝑎𝑔 = (
5.2.4.3.

ln 0.1 1
)
−𝑘

⁄𝑛

Equation 5-2

Line printing tests

Straight lines were printed and photographed to evaluate print accuracy based on the diameter of the
printed line, i.e. its circularity. If a line displayed significant spread, the diameter would not have a
circular cross-section and could be captured by elliptical dimensions, height and width. Nozzle speeds,
ranging from 2 to 10 mm/s, were used at 48 RPM stepper motor speed. Image analysis software ImageJ
(National Institutes of Health) was used to estimate the diameter of the printed line.
Assuming that the diameter of the printed line is controlled by the nozzle speed and the extrusion rate,
one can obtain a theoretical line diameter by considering a given volumetric extrusion rate and an
elliptical cross-section of the line:
𝑄
𝜋𝑎𝑏
=𝐴=
𝑣
4

Equation 5-3

Where Q is the volumetric extrusion rate (mm3/s), v is the nozzle speed (mm/s), and a and b are the width
and height of an elliptical cross-section (mm), respectively. The aspect ratio c is defined as the height
over width (c = b/a). If the cross-section is a circle then c =1, but if there is spreading of the line, c <1.
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Equation 5-3 can be rearranged to estimate the line width a as function of Q and v (Equation 5-4).
4 𝑄
a=√ √
𝜋𝑐 𝑣

Equation 5-4

Linear regression was performed to determine the value of c for each type of ink.
5.2.4.4.

Cylinder printing tests

The ability of an ink to produce an object which can hold its shape was obtained by printing cylinders
with different infill levels. A cylinder, 20 mm in diameter and 40 mm in height, was generated using the
slicer program MatterControl (MatterHackers). Three different infill levels (0, 25, and 50%) were used.
Infill level represents the amount of internal structure. A cylinder with 0% infill is hollow whereas a
cylinder with 100% infill is solid. Video of the cylinder printing process was captured with a digital
camera. A snapshot was taken before the cylinder collapsed and the height of the cylinder was deduced
from image analysis using ImageJ.
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5.3.

Results and discussion

5.3.1. Rheology of starch and xanthan gum pastes
Inks suitable for 3D printing should be easy to extrude through the nozzle and cohesive enough to hold its
shape after deposition. The ease of extrusion and the structural stability of the shaped object are related to
the rheology of the ink, the storage modulus and the yield stress. Two hydrocolloid pastes, xanthan gum
(XG) and modified starch (MS), were selected as model ink to understand the relationship between their
rheological characteristics and their 3D printability window. These pastes can display a wide range of
rheological behaviors by adjusting their concentration.
When the ink experiences mechanical deformation, its elastic and viscous responses are represented by its
storage modulus (G’) and the loss modulus (G”), respectively. G’ represents the amount of the energy
stored during shearing and can serve as an indicator of the material’s stiffness (Steffe, 1996). In contrast,
G” represents the amount of energy dissipated due to the ink flowing. An ink suitable for 3D printing
should possess high G’ to provide shape retention. Stiffer material can build more geometrically complex
structures with overhangs and bridges without collapse. Furthermore, a suitable ink should possess low G”
to prevent spreading but if it’s too low the ink may facture instead of flows during the extrusion process.
The yield stress is defined as the point where the internal structure of the ink starts to break down (Steffe,
1996). In other words, the ink goes from behaving like an elastic solid to flowing like a fluid. An ink
suitable for 3D printing should possess a yield stress low enough to ensure adequate extrusion but not too
low to avoid spreading of the printed object under its own weight.
The concentration of XG and MS pastes suitable for 3D printing with the Discov3ry extruder system was
identified from the printing of a 20 x 20 x 10 mm solid cube without the base spreading more than 2 mm.
G’ and G” as function of shear stress obtained from oscillatory stress sweep and are shown in Figure 16.
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(A)

(B)

Figure 16 Oscillatory stress sweep for (A) xanthan gum (XG) and (B) modified starch (MS) pastes. Each data point
is the average of three measurements and the dotted lines are the fitted cubic spline functions

At low shear stress, G’ is higher than G” for all pastes which indicates a predominantly elastic response.
Within the linear viscoelastic region (LVR), G’ and G” remained relatively constant. As shear stress
increased, G’ decreased indicating a breakdown of the internal structure of the material. For all XG pastes,
G” showed a slight increase before crossover with G’ (Figure 16A). Such strain-overshoot phenomena
has been reported for concentrated XG solutions (Hyun et al., 2002; Song et al., 2006). For MS pastes,
strain-overshoot was observed at 15% and 20%. Above the cross-over stress, G” exceeded G’ which
indicates the transition from predominantly solid to liquid.
The degree of viscoelasticity of the material was obtained from the loss tangent (tan δ), defined as the
ratio of G” to G’. The XG and MS pastes investigated in this study have tan δ ranged from 0.1-0.2 within
the LVR and can be classified as weak gels (Dolz et al., 2006; Vancauwenberghe et al., 2017b). Recent
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study on extrusion-based 3D printing indicates that inks with tan δ < 0.1 may be harder to extrude and
produce broken lines due to poor fluidity (Liu et al., 2017; L. Wang et al., 2017). Broken lines were not
observed in the case of XG and MS pastes since their tan δ was higher than 0.1.
Table 14 Oscillatory stress sweep (1-1000 Pa) at 25 C for XG and MS pastes. G’ and G” are values within LVR.
Results reported as average ± standard deviation. (N = 3).

Material

Yield Stress (Pa)

G’ (Pa)

G” (Pa)

5% XG

62 ± 4

283 ± 17

47 ± 9

7.5% XG 78 ± 13

572 ± 29

80 ± 9

10% XG

169 ± 11

1350 ± 146

175 ± 28

10% MS

141 ± 8

755 ± 7

82 ± 4

15% MS

446 ± 63

899 ± 119

138 ± 31

20% MS

730 ± 116

925 ± 102

140 ± 21

The yield stress, G’ and G” (Table 14) showed distinct characteristics according to the type of paste. For
XG pastes, the yield stress ranged from 62 to 169 Pa which was lower than all the MS pastes. For MS
pastes G’ were similar for all concentrations. There is a linear relationship between the yield stress and
XG concentration where every 5% increase in concentration resulted in 300 Pa increase in yield stress.
The 10% XG and 10% MS paste were unique in that their yield stresses were similar while their G’ was
significantly different with G’ for XG twice that of MS.
Based on the above rheology characteristics, the minimum yield stress was around 60 Pa and its
maximum around 730 Pa. These yield stress estimates are in the same range as those reported in recent
studies investigating the suitability of food inks for 3D printing extrusion deposition, namely 312-370 Pa
for mashed potatoes (Liu et al., 2017) and 419 to 1419 Pa for vegemite and marmite (Hamilton et al.,
2017). However, caution should be exercised when comparing yield stress data. The published data were
obtained from viscosity data while oscillatory rheology was used in the current study. The yield point
measured with oscillatory measurements is the static yield stress whereas the yield stress obtained from
flow curves is the dynamic yield stress (Steffe, 1996). Static yield stress is generally higher than dynamic
yield stress since the shear stress required to initiate flow is higher than the shear stress required to
maintain flow at low shear rates (Moelants et al., 2013).
Based on the yield stress and G’ characteristics, the 5% XG (5XG), 10% starch (10MS), and 15% starch
(15MS) were selected to represent model foods with low, medium, and high yield stress and G’
characteristics for assessing their printability of an object.
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5.3.2. Texture measurement
Texture modified food products for dysphagia often lose their shape and have limited visual appeal which
may affect the intake of these foods ultimately leading to reduce nutrient intake and poor health
conditions. 3D printing could provide shape to these texture modified food products and ultimately
improve nutrient intake.
Not all texture modified foods will be suitable for 3D printing extrusion deposition. Only those foods that
can be extruded and cohesive enough to hold their shape after extrusion will be suitable.
With this in mind, the IDDSI framework and methodology were used to assess and classify potential ink
candidates for 3D printing. The IDDSI methodology consisted of the fork drip test and the tilt spoon test
where the behavior of an amount of food is visually characterized. The spoon tilt test was used as a
measure of the adhesiveness of the paste where an ink with high adhesiveness would be more resistant to
flow and may require higher extrusion force. The ideal texture for safe swallowing should be cohesive
and slippery (Cichero, 2016). Once tilted the sample should slide off spoon with minimal residue.
Level 3 (thickened liquids) represents materials that will continuously drip through the prongs of the fork
which will not be suitable for 3D printing besides single layer designs. Level 4 (purée) represents
materials that may flatten out and form a small tail through the prongs without flowing through. Level 5
(minced and moist) represents materials where the pile will retain its shape while sitting on top of the fork.
Level 4 and 5 are likely suitable for 3D printing.
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(A)

5XG

10MS

15MS

Unmodified

with 2% MS

with 1.2% XG

Fork

Spoon

(B)

Fork

Spoon

Figure 17 Results of fork drip and spoon tilt test based on IDDSI for (A) XG and MS pastes and (B) carrot purée.

As illustrated in Figure 17, all XG and MS pastes and carrot purée remained on top of the fork without
dripping. The behavior of the XG and MS pastes agreed with their yield stress and G’ characteristics. The
15MS paste which had the highest yield stress and G’, retained its shape without spreading when placed
on the fork while the 10MS and 5XG pastes spread out into a pile. The 5XG paste, which had the lowest
yield stress and G’, showed a slight tail forming below the fork. The carrot purée with 1.2% XG and
without XG behaved similarly to the 5XG. In contrast, the carrot purée with 2% MS retained its shape and
behaved as the 15MS paste.
The residual amount of food remaining on the spoon was used as an indicator of the adhesiveness of the
material. The 5XG and 10MS were able to slide off the spoon. The 5XG slipped off easily while there
was some residue left on the spoon for the10S. In contrast, the 15MS was quite adhesive and did not fall
off spoon even when inverted. For the carrot purée without and with 2%MS, the residue remaining on the
spoon was similar to the 5XG whereas the carrot purée with 1.2% XG behaved as the 10MS. A recent
study on thickened carrot purée show that sensory adhesiveness has strong negative correlation to yield
point (Sharma et al., 2017). A similar correlation was observed in this study for the 5XG paste with the
lowest yield stress showed the lowest adhesiveness from the spoon tilt test.
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5.3.3. 3D Printing test
3D printing tests were performed with 5XG, 10MS, 15MS, carrot purée without hydrocolloid, carrot
purée with 2% MS, and carrot purée with 1.2% XG. The purpose of the tests was to assess and relate the
printability of an object to the rheological characteristics of the ink. Printability of an object was obtained
from measured extrusion rate, the spreading of a printed line, and the height prior to collapse of a cylinder
with different infill levels.
5.3.3.1.

Extrusion test as measure of extrusion rate and lag time

The evolution with time of the extrusion rate, defined as mass of ink exiting the nozzle per unit time, was
used to understand the time required to reach constant extrusion rate and consequently uniform printing.

(A)

(B)

Figure 18 Extrusion rate over time for (A) and carrot purée samples (B). Each point represents the average of 3
measurements with standard deviation represented as error bars
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Similar extrusion rate profile with time was observed for all inks with an initial increase before reaching a
similar plateau value (Figure 18). The extrusion rate at steady state was approximately 1 g/min for all inks.
The carrot purée inks reached the plateau faster than the XG and MS pastes.
The extrusion rate profiles were fitted to Equation 5-1 with R2 values ranged from 0.88 to 0.99 (Table 15).
The parameters M∞ were similar for all inks. The parameter k decreased while n increased as
concentration increased. The lag time (estimated with Equation 5-2 and reported in Table 15) which
reflects the time required to reach steady state, could be related to the yield stress of the XG and MS
pastes. The 5XG with a low yield stress of 62 Pa reached steady state after 3 minutes. In comparison, the
15MS with a yield stress of about 450 Pa needed 5 minutes to reach steady state. The 10MS which has an
intermediate yield stress value, 144 Pa, reached steady state in 3.6 minutes. Since the carrot purée inks
reached steady state in about 2 minutes, one can suspect that their yield stress is lower than that of the
5XG. In a recent study, the yield stress for carrot purée with added hydrocolloids is reported to be around
20 Pa (Sharma et al., 2017).
Table 15 Parameters obtained when fitting extrusion rates to Equation 5-1 for XG and MS pastes and carrot purée.
Extrusion lag time (tlag) calculated with Equation 5-2

Reference Hydrocolloids

Carrot Purée

5XG

10MS

15MS

Unmodified

2% MS

1.2% XG

M∞ (g/min)

0.96

1.00

0.97

0.98

1.01

1.01

k

0.56

0.31

0.04

1.37

0.72

0.24

n

1.25

1.57

2.52

0.87

1.72

2.25

tlag (min)

3.1

3.6

5.0

1.8

2.0

2.7

R2

0.97

0.94

0.99

0.88

0.98

0.97

Parameters
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5.3.3.2.

Line printing as measure of print quality

Print quality is directly related to the extrusion conditions, namely extrusion rate, nozzle speed, and
nozzle diameter. Previous studies have related extrusion rate and nozzle speed by matching the line
diameter to the nozzle diameter (Hao et al., 2010; Yang et al., 2018). In this study, we have investigated
the print quality and spreading of lines. Line spreading should give a better measure of the print quality as
not all applications will require that there is no spreading (i.e. the diameter of the printed line is exactly
that of the nozzle diameter). Printed lines as a zigzag pattern were produced for different combinations of
extrusion rate (Q) and nozzle speed (v). The width of the line was measured and related to Q and v using
Equation 5-4 (Figure 19).

Over-extruded

Figure 19 Line width as a function of extrusion rate (Q) and nozzle speed (v) for a syringe with a 1.54 mm diameter
nozzle. Images represent typical printed lines at each condition. The solid line (c = 1) represents the aspect ratio of a
line with a circular cross-section. The dotted line (c = 0.5) represents aspect ratio for a line with an elliptical crosssection (height is half the width of the line). Each point represents the average of 6 measurements with standard
deviation represented as error bars.

At √(Q/v) < 1, discontinuous lines were produced. The pressure supplied by the extruder was insufficient
to push adequate amount of material and keep up with the nozzle speed. In contrast, when √(Q/v) > 2.5,
the nozzle speed was not sufficient to handle all the material pushed by the extruder and over extrusion
was observed (Figure 19). For over-extrusion conditions, the printed lines were flattened by the nozzle
tip dragging through them and were no longer elliptical in cross-sectional area.
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At √(Q/v) around 1, the corners are rounded. Slight under extrusion may not have the same obvious effect
as discontinuous lines but sharp angles in design will be rounded out due to printed line being dragged
around (Figure 19). In order to ensure that sharp angles can be 3D printed, the line width should be
slightly higher than the nozzle diameter for proper adhesion between layers. By considering a desired line
width to be 2 mm (130% of the nozzle diameter), the √(Q/v) should be 1.2 to 1.6.
In addition to measuring print quality from line width, line spreading measured from the aspect ratio (c)
was investigated. An aspect ratio of 1 and 0.5 are represented in Figure 19 as solid and dotted lines,
respectively. Spreading may occur due to gravity or weight of subsequent layers on top. Inks with low
yield stress and G’ should be more prone to spreading. Linear regression was performed on data points
within printable range (excluding over-extrusion data points) to obtain the aspect ratio according to
Equation 5-4 (Table 16).
Table 16 Aspect ratios (c) for XG and MS pastes and carrot purée obtained from linear regression of the line widths
for √(Q/v) from 1 to 2.5.

Material 5XG

10MS

15MS

Carrot purée

Carrot + 2% MS

Carrot + 1.2% XG

c

0.61

0.78

0.80

0.52

0.47

0.50

R2

0.92

0.98

0.97

0.96

0.90

0.89

The XG and MS pastes spread less compared to the carrot purée inks. For the 5XG paste spread the most
with a c of 0.6 and the 15MS paste spread the least with a c of 0.8. The carrot purée inks all have c around
0.5 and showed no noticeable differences. If the design of the printed object had fine details, the nozzle
size should be equal or smaller than the desired resolution multiplied by the material’s c value.
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5.3.3.3.

Cylinder printing quality

The quality of the 3D characteristics of the printed products was obtained by printing a cylinder with
different infill level and estimating the height of the cylinder prior to its collapse. This information
provided a measure of the shape retention of the ink once printed into a 3D object. Potential relationships
with the rheological characteristics of the ink were investigated. The operating parameters of the 3D
printing system were selected based on the investigation reported in the previous section. For a stepper
motor speed of 48 RPM, the nozzle speed was calculated as 8 mm/s (i.e. √(Q/v) = 1.5) and the estimated
layer height as 1 mm for the 1.54 mm nozzle diameter assuming c = 0.65.
Infill
Inks
25%

0%

50%

5XG

10MS

15MS

Carrot Purée

Carrot
+ 2% MS

Carrot
+ 1.2% XG
Figure 20 Images of cylinder printing experiments for XG and MS pastes and carrot purée at three infill levels
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The maximum height of the cylinder prior to collapse was obtained from the analysis of snapshots of the
printed cylinder over time (Figure 20). During the printing process the cylinder is subjected to stress from
gravity, subsequent layers, and the moving print head. There will be a time and height at which an
additional layer can no longer be supported by the existing cylinder. At this point the cylinder will
collapse. Three modes of collapse were observed in the cylinder printing process
The first type of collapse was bottom spreading. The lower layers of the cylinder deform under gravity
and excessive weight. Such collapse was observed for cylinders with unmodified carrot purée and with
1.2% XG. In this case the material itself was not rigid enough so only flat designs can be printed. The
second type of collapse was when the walls of the cylinder fold inwards. Such collapse was observed for
cylinders with 0% infill and the 5XG and 10MS ink where the bottom portion started to pinch indicating a
lack of internal support. The third type of collapse was when the printed object fell sideways which was
observed for 15MS as well as for the carrot purée with 2% MS. The object usually collapsed due to the
movement of the nozzle. One solution would be to lower the nozzle speed and avoid crossing over printed
areas.

Figure 21 Height of printed cylinders before collapse at three infill levels. Each column represents the average with
standard deviation represented as error bars (N =3).

The height of the cylinder prior to collapse estimated by image analysis is presented in Figure 21. Overall
the unmodified carrot purée had the lowest cylinder height at all infill levels and the 15MS had the
highest cylinder height. The cylinder height of unmodified carrot purée and purée with 1.2% XG were
similarly to 5XG. The bottom layers started to spread out after the cylinder reached around 15 mm. Both
15MS and carrot purée with 2% starch produced the tallest cylinders. These two inks also held their shape
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the best in the fork drip test. The 15MS ink had high adhesiveness and an extrusion lag time of 5 minutes.
In contrast, the carrot purée with 2% starch showed low adhesiveness and a shorter lag time (2 minutes).
Using paired student’s t-test with α = 0.01, the differences in cylinder heights between 0% and 25% infills
as well as 0% and 50% infills were significant except for the 15MS ink. There was no statistically
significant difference between 25% and 50% infill. This suggests that having some internal support
prevented the cylinder from folding inwards; however, further increasing infill did not provide
significantly more support where total print time increased from 9 to 12 minutes. Long print time may
pose a food safety hazard due to microbial growth. A cooking step afterwards or refrigerated printing
chamber may be required for printing large objects.
The inks that were able to print the tallest cylinder without collapse had high G’ (>900 Pa). Carrot purée
with 2% MS was sufficiently stiff but had low yield stress evident by its short extrusion lag time. The G’
of the inks within LVR was a better predictor of maximum cylinder height than its yield stress.

5.4.

Conclusions

Extrusion-based 3D printing was evaluated with modified starch (MS) and xanthan gum (XG) pastes as
well as carrot purée. IDDSI tests with fork and spoon, originally designed to evaluate texture-modified
foods used in dysphagia management, were useful tools in evaluating the 3D printability of the inks. The
yield stress for a printable paste ranged from 60 to 730 Pa and it G’ ranged from 300 to 900 Pa.
For a stepper motor driven extruder, there is typically a lag time anywhere from 2 to 5 minutes at the start
of the printing process. The lag time was correlated with the yield stress and the adhesiveness of the ink
as measured by the spoon test. The higher the yield stress and adhesiveness, the longer the time required
for the material to reach steady state extrusion rate. The optimal 3D printer settings were determined from
line printing tests. Volume conservation was used to estimate the width of a printed line as a function of
the ratio of extrusion rate over nozzle speed. Objects with sharp angles can be 3D printed when the line
diameter is 130% of the nozzle diameter. Slightly thicker lines ensure proper layer adhesion without
compromising print accuracy. The spreading of the ink was obtained by assuming an elliptical crosssection of the line. Cylinder printing tests were used to estimate the maximum height and the height prior
to collapse was found to be related to G’. The paste with G’ of around 300 Pa could only print cylinder up
to 20 mm prior to collapse whereas paste with G’ around 900 Pa could print cylinder with twice the
height. The approach developed in this study could be extended to the characterization of 3D printers and
other paste-like inks including ceramics, elastomers, and cells.
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Chapter 6.
6.1.

Conclusions and recommendations

Conclusions

3D printing food can offer several significant advantages over traditional food preparation process. It can
automate the cooking process to save time, produce meals on-demand to minimize food waste, and
customize nutritional content. One potential application is to 3D print food for those suffering from
dysphagia, a condition that makes it difficult to swallow. Texture modified food products for dysphagia
often lose their shape and have limited visual appeal which may affect the intake of these foods ultimately
leading to reduce nutrient intake and poor health conditions. 3D printing could provide shape to these
texture modified food products and ultimately improve nutrient intake. One of the limitations currently
preventing wide adaption of this technology is the lack of understanding of the effect of food properties
on the 3D printing process. The work presented in this thesis considered room temperature extrusionbased 3D printing with a desktop 3D printer and a syringe extrusion system and rheological
characterization of food inks to assess their suitability.
The first objective of this work was to understand how desktop 3D printer could be adopted for paste
extrusion. The slicer settings (filament diameter, layer height, and extruder steps per mm) were first
investigated by incrementally adjusting individual setting and measuring their effects on the printing
process. Afterwards, the machine command (G-code) was investigated to understand the effect of the
slicer settings on the extrusion rate and the nozzle speed. The nozzle speed could be controlled by the
extrusion multiplier while the extrusion rate could be controlled by the stepper motor speed provided that
the nozzle diameter, filament diameter, layer height, print speed remained constant. The predicted
extrusion rate and nozzle speed were assessed by conducting printing experiments. Extrusion tests
showed that 2-5 minutes were required before stable extrusion rate was achieved. The extrusion lag time
increased with increased yield stress of the ink and decreased with increased motor speed.
The second objective focused on the ink properties. The suitable textures and rheology characteristics for
a 3D printable ink were investigated with xanthan gum (XG) and modified starch (MS) pastes and
compared to other food systems. Food texture measurements based on the methods described in the
International Dysphagia Diet Standardisation Initiative (IDDSI) were conducted with fork and spoon. All
XG and MS pastes could sit on top the fork without dripping indicative of IDDSI purée level consistency.
The 5% XG paste slide off the spoon with minimum residue indicating low adhesiveness while the 15%
MS paste did not fall off spoon even when inverted indicating high adhesiveness. Oscillatory rheology
provided insight on the response of the inks to deformation. A 3D printable ink should be extrudable and
produce an object that holds its shape. The rheological characteristics that allowed for an ink to be
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extruded were identified as yield stress between 60-730 Pa and tan δ between 0.1-0.2. Frequency sweep
results of XG and MS pastes were analyzed with the weak gel model and compared to published data. In
the weak gel model, the complex modulus (G*) is expressed in terms of the constant (Af) representing the
network strength and the exponent (z) represents frequency dependency or the degree of viscoelasticity.
XG and MS pastes having Af from 320 to 1200 Pa s1/z and z between 11 and 14 and are suitable for 3D
printing since they are extrudable and retain their shape after deposition. In comparison, puréed carrot has
higher Af but lower z. Puréed carrot was suitable for 3D printing because it has higher stiffness despite its
low elasticity. However, the current extruder was unable to handle food such as cookie dough with Af >
2x105 Pa s1/z.
The third and final objective of this work focused on the shape of printed objects with simple geometry,
lines, lattices, and cylinders using XG and MS pastes and carrot purée as ink. Quantitative evaluation was
obtained by image analysis. Line printing tests were used to identify the combination of volumetric
extrusion rate, nozzle speed, and spreading of the ink after deposition. Continuous lines and sharp angles
were 3D printed when the line diameter was 130% of the nozzle diameter. Slightly thicker line diameters
ensure proper layer adhesion without compromising print accuracy. The aspect ratio (c), calculated as
ratio between the height and diameter of the printed line, was used to assess spreading of a printed object.
The 5% XG paste displayed the most spreading (c = 0.6) and the 15% MS paste displayed the least
spreading (c = 0.8). All puréed carrot had similar spreading (c = 0.5). Cylinder printing was conducted to
find the maximum built height for different inks and infill level, representing the fraction of the interior of
the object to be filled with material when printed. Cylinders 20 mm in diameter and 40 mm in height at 0,
25, and 50% infill were printed. From the cylinder printing experiments, ink with G’ around 300 Pa
produces cylinder up to its diameter before collapse whereas the ink with G’ around 900 Pa could print
cylinder up to twice its diameter. Increasing infill levels provided additional internal support but subjected
the print to more stress due to nozzle movement.
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6.2.

Recommendations for future work

Based on the work completed in this thesis, the following work is proposed as next steps:
On the hardware side, alternative extruder systems such as pneumatic or conveying screw extruder should
be explored to expand the types of inks and to improve the efficiency of the printing process. A
pneumatic extruder system could provide faster response time and the conveying screw could allow for
continuous loading as well as higher extrusion force. Temperature control devices such as a heated
syringe or a thermoelectric cooling built plate could be implemented for printing phase-changing food
such as chocolate and gelatin. Additionally, larger nozzle diameter and tubing would be desirable in food
printing to shorten print time as well as allow for printing of food with bigger particles.
On the software side, slicer software with more customization options such as Simplify3D should be
explored. A primary requirement for 3D printing paste is to have slicing algorithm that allows continuous
extrusion and minimize crossover. A G-code generating script for paste extrusion could be written in
Python similar to mecode developed by the Lewis Lab at Harvard University.
Texture profile analysis should be conducted to further characterize the inks investigated in this study. In
addition, the effect of temperature on the inks should also be investigated. The gelation kinetics for phasechanging inks could be measured with a rheometer using temperature sweeps.
The types of printed food objects could be further explored. Post-printing modifications such as steaming,
frying, or baking could be employed; however, the effect of cooking on product shape and texture should
be taken into account. Texture profile analysis or sensory panels should also be considered to evaluate the
effect of the 3D process on these food attributes.
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Figure 2 Different types of extrusion mechanisms reproduced with permission from (Sun et al., 2017)
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Letter of copyright permission for Figure 4 Structure of amylose and amylopectin in starch (Sweedman et
al., 2013). Reproduced with permission
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Letter of copyright permission for Figure 5 Evaluating 3D printability of gel through image analysis of
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Appendix A. Slicer setting design of experiments
This section documents early attempts at modifying 3D printer settings for paste extrusion. The initial
approach was to use design of experiment to investigate the effect of key printer settings and visually
inspect the finished print.
At first the slicer settings didn’t have the expected effect on nozzle speed and extrusion rate. The software
has an “printing speed” option to but changing the number from 40 mm/s to as low as 5 mm/s did not
make a noticeable difference to the nozzle speed. Instead, decreasing parameters seemingly unrelated to
the printing speed such as filament diameter significantly slowed down the nozzle.
The proposed 2^3 full factorial DOE is proposed in table 1A and 2A.
Table 1A Design of Experiment Variables

Factors

+1

-1

A - Layer Height

1.5 mm 1 mm

B - Extruder steps per mm 1000

800

C - Filament Diameter

0.75 mm

1 mm

Table 2A Detailed Full Factorial DOE for Printer Parameters

2^3 factorial

A

B

C

run #1

1

1

1

10.34

25

Print Quality Ranking
(best = 8, worst = 1)
7

run #2

-1

1

1

9.24

22

8

run #3

1

-1

1

8.55

25

5

run #4

-1

-1

1

7.7

22

4

run #5

1

1

-1

9.37

27

2

run #6

-1

1

-1

19.88

45

1

run #7

1

-1 -1

7.56

27

3

run #8

-1

-1 -1

16.3

45

6

Weight (g) Print Time (min)

The final weight of the printed object and printing time were selected as measured variables to observe
the effect of printer parameter on extrusion rate and printing speed. Print quality of a 3D object was more
difficult to measure numerically so a ranking method was adopted instead. The print with the best quality
was ranked as 8 while the worst one was ranked as 1. Photos of the actual print are shown in the table 3A.
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Table 3A Photos of printed object using carrot purée thickened with 5% w/w modified food starch

run #1

run #2

run #3

run #4

run #5

run #6

run #7

run #8

Figure 1A, 2A and 3A show the effect of layer height (A), extruder steps per mm (B), filament diameter
(C), and their interactions (AB, BC, and AC). The three factor interaction (ABC) was usually assumed to
be negligible. If the magnitude of the effect for a factor was smaller than that of the three factor
interaction then it was deemed to be non-significant.

Effect on Weight (g)
ABC
BC
AC
AB
C
B
A
-5

-3

-1

1

3

5

Figure 1A Parameter Effect on Weight of Printed Object

The most significant factors shown in figure 1A were layer height, filament diameter, and their interaction
term. Increasing the two factors individually resulted in decreased weight; however, if both factors were
increased or decreased simultaneously than there would be increase in the amount extruded. One thing to
note was that inconsistent extrusion occurred when layer height was at 1.5 mm and filament diameter was
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set to 0.75 mm. The printer would move through a portion of the layer with nothing extruding and then
extrude a large amount while moving slowly through the remaining portion.
Increasing the extruder steps per mm increased the weight of the final print. This effect was expected
since the stepper motor controls how fast the syringe pushes out material.

Effect on Print Time (mins)
ABC
BC
AC
AB
C
B
A
-15

-10

-5

0

5

10

15

Figure 2A Parameter Effect on Printing Time

Figure 2A shows a similar pattern between printing time and printed object weight. Increase in layer
height and filament diameter reduced printing time. It was expected since taller layers means there was
less of them to print. However, print speed at 1.5 mm layer height was slower compared to that of 1.0 mm
layer height at the same filament diameter.
Decreasing both simultaneously increased the print time by slowing down the print speed. Slower
movement allows for increased print accuracy since paste material doesn’t handle sharp turns very well.
In addition, some material such as cookie dough requires the slower speed for proper layer adhesion.

Effect on Quality Ranking
ABC
BC
AC
AB
C
B
A
-4

-2

0

2

4

Figure 3A Parameter Effect on Print Quality
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Figure 3A shows that the filament diameter and its interaction term with extruder steps per mm have the
most significant effect on the print quality. It was surprising since layer height was expected to have the
most impact according to conventional 3D printing: lower layer height gives better print resolution. This
was observed somewhat by comparing run #1 and run #2 from table 3A. The second run has decreased
layer height and the final print has better defined geometry.
Overall increasing filament diameter gives better print. When filament diameter is set to 0.75 mm the
extrusion was inconsistent and the print speed was very slow. If the slow print speed was matched with a
slow extrusion rate then the object turns out ok (run # 8), otherwise it only produces a blob (run #6).
After this initial set of experiments it was decided that the machine command G-code should be
investigated in more detail and the results are available in section G-code and slicer settings.
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Appendix B. 3D printing experiment slicer settings
The table below list slicer settings, target motor speed, and target nozzle speed used during printing
experiments. Motor speed is controlled by EEPROM extruder steps per mm (e-steps) and nozzle speed is
controlled by extrusion multiplier. This section shows calculations required to find the appropriate e-steps
and extrusion multiplier to enter into the slicer software.
Slicer Setting
Filament Diameter (mm)

3.125

Nozzle Diameter (mm)

1.54

Layer Height (mm)

1

Printing speed (mm/s) = f

10

Targets
Motor speed (RPM)

48

Nozzle speed (mm/s)

8

Rearrange Equation 3-3 to calculate e-steps
𝑒-𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑝 =

𝑒-𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑝 =

𝑚𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑟 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑 × 𝑚𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑟 𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑝𝑠 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑟𝑒𝑣
𝑓
𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑝𝑠
𝑟𝑒𝑣 = 1600 𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑝𝑠/𝑚𝑚
𝑚𝑚 60 𝑠
10
×
𝑠
𝑚𝑖𝑛

48 𝑅𝑃𝑀 × 20000

Combine Equation 3-1and Equation 3-2 and rearrange to calculate extrusion multiplier
2

(𝐷𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 )
𝐷𝑛𝑜𝑧𝑧𝑙𝑒
1
𝑓
𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑡𝑖𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑒𝑟 =
×
×
×
2
(𝐷𝑛𝑜𝑧𝑧𝑙𝑒 )
𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑒𝑟 ℎ𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡
1.273 𝑛𝑜𝑧𝑧𝑙𝑒 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑
𝑚𝑚
10 𝑠
1.54 𝑚𝑚 (3.125 𝑚𝑚)2
1
𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑡𝑖𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑒𝑟 =
×
×
× 𝑚𝑚 = 6.22
(1.54 mm)2 1.273
1 𝑚𝑚
8
𝑠
With the given slicer settings: for motor speed of 48 RPM the e-step should be set to 1600 steps per mm.
For nozzle speed of 8 mm/s the extrusion multiplier should be set to 6.22.
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